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Goteks is an independant printing ink & pigment 
dispersion manifacturer based in Istanbul

This catalogue is an how-to guide for using and 
choosing Goteks textile printing plastisol & wa-
ter-based inks.

GOTEKS printing ink technology offers compre-
hesive solutions for flexible packaging, graphics 
and textile printing manufacturers, providing the 
expansive color palette in today’s fast moving in-
dustry demands. 

Exceptional color dispersions of printing inks of-
fers a critical performance criterion for sophisti-
cated printing press houses.

To support customers in this market of flex-
ible packaging, textile & graphics industries, 
GOTEKS focuses research and product develop-
ment of printing inks at it’s strategically located 
sites around İstanbul. 

Along with it’s deep business ethics, GOTEKS 
meets the exacting demands of flexible film 
manufacturers. 
Assuring uniform color dispersion across wide 
range of high class and vivid transparent print-
ing ink supply along with local support for flexo-
graphic or rotogravure process transfers.

Graphic design & printing manufacturers of dig-
ital, silk screen or offset systems benefit from 
GOTEKS technical superiority of formulation 
know-how, understanding tailor-made printing 
press necessities and appropriote design of sol-
vent, aqueous or uv-curing color portfolio.

Manufacturers of digital, rotary screen or silk-
screen textile printing partners benefits from 
GOTEKS commitment to improvements on 
digital coloring systems fueled by state-of-art 
knowledge of conventional sik-screen or rotary 
textile screen printing capabilities and services.

Basically GOTEKS partner with it’s printing ink 
user customers to create innovative color solu-
tions that strengthen printing ink flow, vividity 
and runnability performance resulting in accel-
erated brand to quality recognition.

This GOTEKS recogniton through distant com-
mitment brings you this unique data booklet in-
corporating significant feedback to printing ink 
series for your press coloration requirements 
along with key application informations.

The printing ink products in this blooklet are di-
vided into three main classes: Flexible packag-
ing inks, Graphics printing inks, Textile printink 
inks.
Each three class are than divided into print-
ing ink sub-categories according to application 
technique and printing ink curing characteristes.

For more detailed information on specific press 
applications and sub-categories please consult 
our marketing department for GOTEKS printing 
inks, processes and services that enable you to 
create colors that add performance, beauty and 
strength to your final print results.
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Goteks Inks are never ready to use, as is, straight 
from the container. For one thing, they must al-
ways be stirred, both prior to use and before 
adding any viscosity modifiers. 
During storage plastisol often develops what is 
called “false body”-also known as the ink’s rest-
ing or static viscosity. Goteks plastisol inks are 
thixotropic in nature, meaning they will become 
thinner during movement, such as when stirred 
or when the squeegee and floodbar push the ink 
around during the printing process. 
Frequently, simply stirring the ink reduces its vis-
cosity and saves the printer the cost of the reduc-
er and the time it takes to mix it in. What’s more, 
if you unnecessarily add reducer and over-thin 
the ink, stirring would also have saved the cost of 
throwing out the unusable ink or adding a thick-
ener to get its viscosity back to a printable level.

Some plants routinely are trying to use the same 
white ink on every substrate. Ordinarily, this sin-
gle ink will be a high-opacity, low-bleed formu-
lation they’ve tested and found to work well on 
their worst-bleeding fabrics. Goteks understand 
fully that printers want to simplify the process. 
If they only had one white ink, they’d never grab 
the bucket formulated for 100 percent cotton and 
mistakenly print it on a 50/50 garment resulting 
in a bleeding print and rejection by the customer. 
However, what printers sometimes fail to appre-
ciate is that ink makers put dye-blocking agents 
in low-bleed inks to minimize the migration of 
fugitive textile dyes from polyester-blended gar-
ments. However, some textile dyes found in 100 
percent cotton garments can come into contact 
with the blocking agents, and “ghost” images 
can appear at the point of contact resulting in 
rejection by the customer.   

Cost is another reason to add a second white ink 
to your inventory. Cotton-formulated whites are 
typically 25-30 percent lower in cost than low-
bleed whites. In a competitive world, this can 
make the difference in securing your bid and 
protecting your profit margin.
 A third reason is productivity. If you use a low-
bleed white as an underbase, you’ll no doubt 
encounter longer flash times and higher af-
ter-flash tack, both of which will slow down pro-
duction and cut into your bottom line.
And the final reason is quality. Most plastisols 
formulated for bleed resistance contain small 
amounts of the same “blowing agent” found in 
puff inks. If these inks are overflashed or over-
cured a slight puffing effect can occur, resulting 
in a rough print surface.
 
 Goteks metallic inks on the other hand reflect 
heat and belt speed needs to be slowed and the 
heat level in the dryer needs to be increased. 
Product’s technical-data sheet is a must to read 
carefully and it should be considered criminal to 
lack the information to print a job correctly.
There are two alternative additional things  to in-
crease the chances of eliminating dye migration: 
1) tightly control the temperatures of flash and 
final cures, 2) to pay closer attention to the fabric 
type being printing. 

During flash curing the platens tend to heat up 
and will become increasingly hotter during a 
print run. Adjust the flash-cure units according-
ly and make certain not to over-flashing. Then, 
when curing the garment, monitor both the fab-
ric temperature and the Goteks ink-film tem-
perature to insure the ink film is reaching the 
Goteks recommended cure temperature with 
the fabric temperature not exceeding 330ºF. 
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Polyester dyes get excited as the temperature 
rises, and they start looking for a place to go. 
Most often, where they go is right up through 
the ink film, causing that beautiful white print to 
turn a sickly pink within 72 hours or so. 
A frequently overlooked test for dye migration is 
simply to check the fabric itself before printing by 
performing both wet- and dry-crock tests. Take a 
piece of white cotton fabric, wrap it around your 
index finger and rub two or three times firm-
ly across the fabric. Inspect the cotton to see 
if there is any stain from the dyes in the fabric. 
After this, wet another piece of cotton prior to 
wrapping around your index finger and repeat 
the test. Inspect both pieces to see how much 
dye transferred to the cotton. If you have minimal 
or no stain at all, you have an excellence chance 
of eliminating dye migration (provided you do ev-
erything else correctly during the print process). 
If, however, there is a large dye transfer on ei-
ther of the pieces of cotton, you stand a minimal 
chance of success and it is suggested to take 
issue with the garment supplier. In fact, anyone 
printing 100 percent polyester that they order 
sample garments from different manufacturers, 
perform thorough testing on each, then offer to 
their customers only the garments that have the 
best chance of being printed successfully.
There are several methods by which printers 
must check for an adequate cure of Goteks inks. 
Some are better than others, but any of them are 
better than nothing: 
• Temperature strips/tapes-Placing a tem-
perature strip next to the design as it runs 
through the dryer has long been a standard in 
the industry due to low price and ease of use. 
Printers get what they pay for, though, as this 

has been proven to be the least accurate meth-
od to measure ink-film temperature. While re-
markably accurate in measuring the tempera-
ture of a transfer-press platen, temperature 
tapes have proven significantly less inaccurate 
in measuring the temperature of a direct print . . 
. which can lead blithely toward the next grumpy 
customer.
• Temperature ”guns”- This is a medium- 
priced ($100-$150) instrument and currently 
the tool of choice among printers for measuring 
ink-film temperature. This instrument is high-
ly accurate-to within ± two percent-if used cor-
rectly. The gun is affected by distance, though, so 
it is important that its laser-dot sighter is aimed 
directly upon the ink film from no more than 
six inches away. The measuring point for ink-
film temperature should be prior to the print’s 
clearing the final heat panel in the dryer, in or-
der to know the highest temperature the ink film 
reached during the curing process. Also, this gun 
measures only the surface temperature-rather 
then where ink meets garment-so make certain 
the surface temperature of the ink film reaches 
at least 310ºF on thin ink deposits and between 
320º-325° (at least) on thicker deposits.
• Temperature probes (on-contact)-Perhaps 
the most accurate for evaluating your cure-as 
it actually travels through the dryer, sitting on 
the garment alongside the print-this is also a 
very good tool for identifying hot and cold spots 
within your dryer, or discovering that you have a 
heat panel that is on the fritz. Unfortunately, as it 
would be expected with a high-quality, precision 
instrument, it occupies the opposite end of the 
expense scale from the aforementioned tem-
perature tapes.
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• Wash-testing the garment-Here’s a case 
where the most straightforward, least sophisti-
cated method is also the most reliable. Simply 
wash and dry (normally) the test garment three 
to five times and inspect the print after each cy-
cle. Sometimes printers will cut the design into 
two pieces and keep an unwashed half as a con-
trol against which to evaluate the washed half. 
If your ink film does not show any deterioration 
after three to five washings, you have properly 
cured it adequately. The downside is that this 
kind of testing is very time consuming. Thus, if it 
cannot be performed on a daily basis, it should at 
least be performed at intervals and in conjunc-
tion with one of the aforementioned methods of 
cure-temperature monitoring.
For satisfactory results, some form of cure test-
ing should be performed on a daily basis.
On a very and very rare occasion an ink will actu-
ally fail. However, if an ink that is recommended 
for a dark shirt fails to live up to its promise of 
opacity and vibrant color there certainly could be 
other underlying factors causing the failure.
The right durometer squeegee should be used. 
The higher the durometer the less ink will be 
pushed through the screen. The angle of the 
squeegee during the print stroke also makes a 
difference as a lower angle puts down less ink 
than a higher angle. Is the blade sharp or dull? 

A sharp blade will put down less ink than a dull 
blade. Thus, if the printer is not satisfied with 
coverage, a softer squeegee needs to be tried, 
with more angle, a duller blade and a slightly 
slower print stroke.
The right mesh count needs to be used for the 
job. Screen tension, off-contact distance, squee-
gee pressure needs to be correct too. Higher 
screen tension allows to set a minimal off-con-
tact distance between your shirt and the screen, 
enabling to use less squeegee pressure. Lower 
squeegee pressure allows the ink lay on top of 
the garment instead of being pushed into it with 
excessive pressure. It also increases production 
rates and decreases fatigue in the manual print-
er which results in higher profits and employee 
morale.
Emulsion thickness is often the most overlooked 
factor in producing high-opacity prints on dark 
garments. Your ink deposit is directly related to 
the stencil thickness on the bottom (print side) 
of the screen. Depending upon which stencil 
system used, it may be necessary to coat the 
screen the way done now . . . then needs to be let 
it dry and come back with an additional coat on 
the print side. If  this processed followed correct 
without forgetting to recalculate the exposure 
time, as the additional emulsion thickness will 
lead to under-exposure.
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Plastisol inks are widely used in garment print-
ing. They are easy to print, do not dry in the 
screen, can be very opaque on dark garments, 
and will adhere to most textiles. They are com-
posed primarily of two ingredients, PVC resin (a 
white powder) and plasticizer (a thick, clear liq-
uid). Plastisol inks have one outstanding char-
acteristic, they must be heated to dry. They will 
not dry, or cure, at normal temperatures. For a 
complete cure, they must reach 290-330º F (143-
166º C). 
Plastisol inks can be printed on virtually any 
surface that can withstand the heat required to 
cure the ink and is porous enough to permit good 
ink penetration. Plastisol inks do not color the 
fibers like a dye. Instead the ink wraps around 
the fibers and makes a mechanical bond with 
the fabric. For this reason, they will not adhere 
to non-porous substrates such as plastic, metal, 
and glass. They also will not adhere well to wo-
ven, waterproofed nylon material without adding 
a bonding agent. 

Health, Safety, and Environmental Concerns
Plastisol inks are innocuous when used with 
reasonable care. A true plastisol ink contains 
no air-polluting solvents or volatile organic 
compounds. The manufacture, transportation, 
storage, use, and disposal of plastisol inks do 
not cause injury, illness, or environmental con-
tamination as long as the appropriate safety and 
environmental protection procedures are fol-
lowed. Most plastisol inks have a Health Rating 
of 1 (hazard - slight), a Flammability Rating of 1 
(hazard - slight), a Reactivity Rating of 0 (hazard 
- minimal) and a Personal Protection Rating of B 
(wear safety glasses and gloves). 

Mesh Selection
With over 400 different meshes to choose from, 
selecting the correct mesh can be a frustrating 
process. Use the following information as a gen-
eral guideline for mesh selection. 
• Use 30 threads per inch mesh (12 threads per 
centimeter) for printing glitter inks. 
• Use 60 threads per inch mesh (24 threads per 
centimeter) for athletic printing, opaque ink de-
posits, thick puff ink, and shimmer ink. 
• Use 85 threads per inch mesh (34 threads per 
centimeter) for heavy coverage on dark shirts, 
solid underbase prints, puff, metallic, and shim-
mer inks, and transfer printing. 
• Use 125 threads per inch mesh (49 threads 
per centimeter) for general printing on dark 
shirts, underbase prints with detail, prints on 
dark nylon jackets, and silver shimmer ink. 
• Use 180 threads per inch mesh (71 threads 
per centimeter) for multi-color printing on light 
shirts, light colored nylon jackets. 
• Use 230 threads per inch mesh (90 threads 
per centimeter) for detailed multi-color printing 
on light shirts, light nylon jackets, over printing 
on dark shirts. 
• Use 305 thread per inch mesh (120 threads 
per centimeter) for process color on light shirts, 
overprinting on dark shirts. 
When printing fleece goods use 20 threads low-
er. When printing with an automatic press use 30 
threads higher. This information was developed 
by Scott Fresener of the US Screen Printing In-
stitute. 

Emulsion Selection
For plastisol inks use solvent-resistant dual-cure 
or diazo direct emulsion stencils specifically de-
signed for plastisols such as Union Ink’s Inmar-
col-R or Inmarcol-W. Capillary film stencils are 
also a good choice, particularly when printing 
halftones and transfers. 
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Plastisol Ink Additives
A word of caution about ink additives. It’s easy to 
upset the chemical balance of plastisol inks by 
using the wrong additives or by adding too much 
of the correct additive. The result can be a print 
that never cures properly, a problem that may not 
be discovered until your customer washes a shirt 
and the design falls off. To avoid this problem use 
only those additives recommended by Union Ink, 
read the Technical Data Sheets for each ink and 
additive, and carefully follow their instructions. 
Never add mineral spirits to plastisol ink. Al-
though mineral spirits will make it easier to print 
at first, soon the ink will become even stiffer and 
harder to print than before. Also, it is possible 
that mineral spirits will prevent the ink from cur-
ing properly. 

Ink Storage
Store plastisol inks at room temperature. Pro-
longed exposure to temperatures above 90º F 
(32º C) can cause the ink to start to cure while it’s 
still in the container. 

Screen Washup
Clean plastisol ink off your screens with either 
mineral spirits or any of the various brand name 
screen washes available from your screen print-
ing supplier. 

Controlling Dye Migration
Dye migration is the problem caused by dyes in 
polyester fibers transferring to and changing the 
color of plastisol inks. The colors most likely to 
migrate are red, maroon, kelly green, and some 
of the darker blues. Dye migration may appear 
immediately after the ink is cured, or hours, days, 
or up to two weeks later. To control dye migration 
use the following procedures: 

• Print with high-opacity, low-bleed inks. 
• Use no more heat than necessary to cure the   
 ink. More heat means more dye migration. 
• Print and flash-cure a low-bleed white un 
 derbase, then print the desired color over that. 
• Avoid the problem by printing on 100% 
 cotton fabrics. 

Print Washability
The washability of properly cured direct and 
transfer prints is excellent. Dry cleaning is not 
recommended. Do not iron the printed part of the 
garment. 

Curing Plastisol Inks
Curing plastisol inks is a matter of exposing 
them to the proper amount of heat for the cor-
rect length of time. Correct curing of plastisol 
ink is extremely important. The most common 
problem encountered with plastisol inks is poor 
washability. In almost every case, this is due to 
incomplete ink cure. 
When plastisol is heated, the resin particles 
absorb the surrounding liquid (plasticizer) and 
swell, merge with each other and form a tough, 
elastic film. It is generally impossible to overcure 
direct prints because the overcure temperature 
is above the scorching point of the garment. 
However, it is not recommended that you heat 
the ink layer above 350º F (176º C). Above this 
temperature puff inks fall like a cake when you 
slam the oven door, and problems with dye mi-
gration are greatly increased. If the entire thick-
ness of the ink is not brought to the correct cur-
ing temperature the ink will be under-cured (the 
resin has not absorbed all of the plasticizer) and 
the ink will crack and flake off the garment when 
washed. 
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Temperature
Plastisol will start to become dry to the touch or 
gelled (also called semi-cured) between 180-250º 
F (82-121º C). It becomes fully cured between 
280-320º F (138-160º C), depending on the type 
of plastisol. The temperature at which the ink be-
comes fully cured is called the fusion tempera-
ture. Most Union Ink plastisol inks cure at 300º F 
(149º C). Check the Technical Data Sheet for each 
Union Ink plastisol for complete instructions. 

Measuring Ink Temperature
Temperature test strips are useful for deter-
mining temperatures of the printed ink film. For 
thick prints, a temperature tape should be placed 
inside the garment to make sure the proper tem-
perature is achieved at the bottom of the ink film. 
Temperature probes and infrared thermometers 
(pyrometers) can also be used. Although they are 
extremely precise at measuring temperature, 
they may give erroneous ink film temperature 
readings if not used correctly because the probe 
may not react quickly enough to changes in the 
ink film temperature. 

Time
Once the entire ink film thickness reaches the 
proper temperature, the ink is fully cured. This 
means that with a high enough temperature in 
the curing unit, the plastisol could actually be 
cured in a few seconds. 

Testing a Direct Print for Cure
The definitive test to determine if plastisol inks 
are cured is a wash test, that is wash the gar-
ment in hot water with a strong detergent. Gen-
erally it will take from 5-10 washings to fully test 
the cure, but if the ink is seriously undercured, 
the print will show deterioration after only 1-3 
washings. There are two other tests commonly 
used to check ink cure. The most popular test is 
to stretch the print about 2/3 of the total stretch 

of the T-shirt. If the print cracks badly and does 
not retract when the fabric is released, the ink 
is probably under-cured. The stretch test does 
not always work on thick deposits of ink, such 
as with on athletic jerseys, where the top layer 
of ink may stretch but the ink deep down in the 
fabric may be under-cured. Another test for cur-
ing can be done by placing a few drops of ethyl 
acetate onto the back of the ink on the inside of 
the garment. This spot of ink is then placed onto 
an area of unprinted garment and burnished or 
held tightly together for two minutes. If there is 
a transfer of ink to the unprinted area, the ink is 
not fully cured and the garment should be run 
through the dryer again. Like the stretch test, 
this test is not always accurate. Ethyl acetate is a 
fairly hazardous chemical. 
If the ink is undercured, you can run it through 
the dryer again and complete the cure. 

Adjusting Your Dryer
It’s very important to understand how to adjust 
your dryer to achieve the correct curing tem-
perature. It is a common misconception that you 
need to measure the temperature of the dryer. 
Actually, you must be able to determine the tem-
perature of the ink film. 
The temperature of the ink film is determined 
by the time the garment is under the heater 
and the temperature of the heater. This means 
that the temperature can be controlled with the 
belt speed of a conveyor dryer or time under the 
heater with a flash curing unit. If the heater tem-
perature in a dryer or flash curing unit reaches 
800º F (427º C), it is possible for the ink film on 
the garment to reach the full cure temperature 
(300º F, 149º C) in a matter of 20-30 seconds. 
Generally the temperature in the dryer is much 
higher than the temperature required to cure the 
ink. This allows the ink to cure quicker for faster 
printing. 
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Flash Curing
Plastisol can generally be fully cured with a flash 
cure unit if the heater is set to the highest tem-
perature and the unit is placed 2-3 inches (5-7.6 
cm) over the garment for 20-30 seconds. For 
curing between colors where only a partial cure 
is required, the time can be less. 

Conveyor Curing
As a starting point, the temperature of heaters 
should be set at full on. If the heaters are allowed 
to cycle on and off there may be too long an off 
cycle for the dryer to maintain the proper tem-
perature consistently. The belt speed should be 
set so the garments are in the tunnel 20-30 sec-
onds. Small dryers may require a much slower 
belt speed than larger dryers. From this starting 
point, you will have to print sample garments 
and wash test them to determine the correct belt 
speed and temperature settings for your dryer 
for the various types of jobs you print. 

Important Curing Tips
• White ink requires the longest cure time of 
any standard color. Light ink colors require lon-
ger curing periods than dark colors. Thick ink 
layers require longer curing periods than thin 
layers. 
• Glitter, shimmer, reflectivem, and metallic 
inks require longer curing periods because the 
pigments used in these inks tend to reflect infra-
red radiation (heat). 
• Prints (both on paper and garments) should 
be cured within a minute of printing. If you de-
lay curing, the plasticizer in the ink may start to 
leach out of the ink into the substrate. This will 
look like an oily margin around the print. 
• Temperature tapes are not exact. They can 
vary as much as 10-20º F (5-10º C) and should 
be used only as a guide. The definitive test is how 
well the print launders. 
• Dryer temperatures can vary greatly with just 

minor changes in belt speed, garment loading, 
room temperature, air movement, or fluctua-
tions in incoming voltage. 

Plastisol Transfer Printing
Most plastisol heat transfers fall into one of 
three categories, hot-split, cold-peel, or puff. 
When hot-split transfers are applied, the paper 
is stripped off the garment immediately after 
the heat transfer press is opened. The ink layer 
splits, leaving part of the ink on the garment and 
part on the transfer paper. Hot-split transfers are 
nearly indistinguishable from a soft-hand direct 
print. When cold-peel transfers are applied, the 
transfer is allowed to cool before the paper is re-
moved. All of the ink transfers from the paper to 
the garment. Cold-peel transfers have a glossy 
surface and are preferred for glitter and athletic 
transfers. Some transfers can be either hot-split 
or cold-peel. Puff transfers are printed with spe-
cial puff transfer inks and when properly applied, 
produce a puff design. Transfers that have been 
properly printed and applied are as durable as a 
direct print. 

Curing Transfer Prints
When printing heat transfers, the ink is only 
gelled or brought to a semi-cure. This occurs 
between 180-250º F (82-121º C), just past the 
wet state. Transfers that have been semi-cured 
become fully cured when they are applied to the 
garment. If they are over-cured, the ink will not 
transfer well. 

Testing for Cure
To determine the correct dryer settings for gell-
ing the ink, increase the conveyor speed, or de-
crease the temperature of the curing unit un-
til the stacked prints begin to stick together or 
show a slight amount of set-off on the back of the 
upper sheet. Then decrease the conveyor speed 
enough to eliminate the sticking.
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 Another test for gel (though not always accurate) 
is to peel the ink off the release paper and roll it 
into a ball. If the ball unrolls when laid down, the 
transfer is overcured. A third test is the stretch 
test. The gelled ink layer should be cured just 
enough that you can peel it off the paper, but if 
you try to stretch it, it should break with very little 
stretch. 

Hot-Split Transfer Tips
For medium-opacity transfers use Ultrasoft 
(PLUS), or AutoLine (AUTO) ink. For high-opacity 
transfers use Mix-Opake (MIXO) with Mixo-Trans 
Additive or Transopake (TROP). Print through an 
86 thread/inch (34 thread/cm) mesh. Cure to 250º 
F (121º C). See below for curing procedures. Use 
Super-Trans, TransLith, or Trans 55 paper, avail-
able from Union Ink. Transfer to the garment at 
350º F (177º C) for 10-15 seconds at 25-30 lbf/
in2 (1.75-2.1 kgf/cm2). Peel the paper off the gar-
ment immediately after the press is opened. 

Cold-Peel Transfer Tips
Use the same inks, mesh, and curing procedures 
as for hot-split transfers. Use TransFrench T-75, 
Super-Trans, or TransLith paper, available from 
Union Ink. Transfer to the garment at 350º F 
(177º C) for 10-20 seconds at 25-30 lbf/in2 (1.75-
2.1 kgf/cm2). Allow the transfer to cool com-
pletely before stripping off the paper. 

Glitter Transfer Tips
For glitter transfers, use Super Glitter (PAGL-S) 
printed through a 30 thread/inch (12 thread/cm) 
mesh. Cure as for hot-split transfers. You can 
use TransFrench T-75 or TransLith papers, but 
for the highest gloss transfers, use a high-gloss 
transfer paper such as Warren O Duplex paper. 
Glitter transfers are generally applied using the 
cold-peel procedure. 

Puff Transfer Tips
For puff transfers, use Transpuff (TRPF) ink 
printed through a 60 thread/inch (25 thread/cm) 
mesh. Print a very thick layer of ink onto Trans-55 
paper. After printing the transfer, apply 
a transfer adhesive powder such as Union’s 
Unilon Heat Transfer Powder (ULON), either by 
sprinkling the powder over the print, or by pass-
ing the transfer through a tray containing the 
transfer adhesive powder. Curing puff transfers 
is very critical. The ink should be cured enough 
that it does not smear or offset in the stack, but 
not enough to puff. The temperature window for 
curing puff transfers is 180-200º F (82-93º C). 
Apply the transfer at 375º F (190º C) for 5-10 sec-
onds at 30-40 lbf/in2 (2.1-2.8 kgf/cm2). Remove 
the paper from the garment immediately after 
opening the transfer press. 

Testing for Transferability
It is essential that you test your heat transfers for 
transferability at the start of each production run. 
This is particularly important when using a new 
paper or ink. You should also do accelerated ag-
ing tests which will indicate how well the transfer 
will release after 6-12 months on the shelf. Ac-
celerated aging tests can be done by placing the 
printed transfer in an environment of 120º F (49º 
C) for 100 hours. This will simulate approximate-
ly one year of shelf storage. While this test does 
not exactly duplicate the effects of aging, it will 
definitely help you determine whether a particu-
lar transfer will release well after aging. 
Always Test Inks Before Using In Production
Always test inks to determine their fitness for 
your particular applications, particularly new 
types of inks and when printing on new products. 
Before printing a production run, print a sample 
for testing for adhesion, crocking, opacity, wash-
ability and any specific job requirements. 
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No matter where any sporting goods, depart-
ment, or specialty clothing store you see a major-
ity of garments embellished with special effects 
inks.  It is possible to see high density inks(ele-
vated 3D prints) incorporated into sports designs 
catering to the “X Games” crowd, shimmers and 
crystalinas catering to the teenage student mar-
ket as well as prints containing blacklight clear 
catering to the rock and roll, or club market.  
Special effect prints are available on all type of 
different prints. 
While these prints may look difficult to print, with 
some effort on the part of the print shop to learn 
the nuances of each ink from developing artwork 
all the way to press set-up necessary to print the 
design and everything between, you will be able 
to add them to existing designs as well as any 
new design that you create for different custom-
ers.
All successful designs of special effects begin in 
the computer art room.  Special effects inks need 
to enhance the designs but shouldn’t overpow-
er it.  Most designs incorporating special effects 
inks that do fail do so because the special effect 
dominates the entire design making it look as if 
it should be sold and worn at a cheap carnival 
or circus.  Avoid fine detail and thin lines as well 
because these inks require the use of some very 
coarse screen meshes which will not be able to 
reproduce any intricate detail.  Also, if  when de-
signing artwork for “puff” printing, avoid large 
block area printing as well.  Puff inks rise in all 
four directions, and, if too large an area is printed 
it will make the shirt pucker not only appearing 
funny but also feeling cumbersome to the person 
who wears the garment.
Halftone dots can be used effectively with spe-
cial effects inks but the size of the dot will have 
to be vastly increased in order to work with the 
very coarse meshes.  Halftone dots can also be 
an effective way to print large areas of puff inks 
because the dots will expand and blend together 
looking like a solid area while resisting puckering 
of the shirt material because the puff ink did not 

cover as much surface area of the garment.
For printers who have never utilized coarse 
screen meshes(silk)-screen) new techniques in 
coating direct emulsions or entirely new sten-
cil system such as capillary film will have to be 
learned.  Below is a table of meshes recom-
mended to print the different special effects inks.  
Even though most of the recommended mesh-
es should be readily available from your suppli-
er, they may need to special order the 83S.  The 
“S” distinction stands for a thinner thread used 
to make that particular mesh style.  The thinner 
thread creates a larger mesh opening that allows 
more ink to pass.  For example, an 83S mesh will 
yield approximately the same ink film thickness 
as that of a 61T (“T” stands for regular thread 
diameter).  The added advantage to using the 
thinner thread is not only better detail but it has 
also proven not to leave unsightly mesh marks in 
the print like that of the regular thread diameter 
coarse meshes.

Blacklight Clear              110T w/o Crystalina

Blacklight Clear             61T with Crystalina added

Caviar Beads                   24T

Crystalina                         24T

Foil                                     83-110T

Glass Beads                    13T

Glitter                                 24T

High Density                     61T-83S

Gel Clears                         61T-83S

Shimmer                         61T-110T

Photochromic                  110T

Puff and Suede                83T-110T

 

As with any type of printing, whether it is special 
effects or standard plastisols, the sharpest prints 
are always achieved by stretching the mesh to the 
mesh manufacturer’s recommended tensioning 
levels.  Just by asking, all mesh manufacturers 
will be happy in providing with mesh chart 
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Except for Blacklight Clear without the addition 
of Crystalina flakes, foil prints suede and puff; 
most meshes required for each ink series are 
extremely coarse. This is because in the case of a 
shimmer, glitter or crystalina ink the mesh open-
ing must be large enough for the metallic par-
ticle to pass through unobstructed.  If the mesh 
is too fine, it will act as a filter. letting the clear 
base used to suspend the particles pass, but pre-
venting the particle from passing through the too 
small opening. In the case of the high density and 
gel clears, the coarser meshes allow you to put 
down the thick ink film required to produce the 
look.  Last but not least, foil prints, caviar bead 
prints, glass bead prints have to have a coarse 
mesh as well as a thick stencil build-up on the 
print side of the screen so the foil or beads are 
strongly bonded to the garment to produce a du-
rable print. 
Depending upon which emulsion direct coat-
ing to produce the stencil it may be necessary 
to add an extra coat on the print side after the 
initial coating.  Emulsions come in different vis-
cosities or solid contents.  They can range from 
25% solids in diazo types to over 50% solids in 
some of the fast-exposing pure photopolymers.  
The solids contents let know how much is actu-
al product and how much is water.  For exam-
ple, a direct emulsion with a solids content of 
25% would contain 75% water and be on the 
thin side.  On the opposite end of the spectrum, 
an emulsion with a solids content of 52% would 
contain 48% water and be on the thicker side.  If 
a diazo or dual cure emulsion low in solids are 
used, it would be recommend to switch to a pure 
photopolymer with a higher solids content.  This 
will speed up your screen production because 
the screen will require less coats to build up the 
stencil thickness needed to  lay down the correct 
ink film thickness for the desired effect. 
Another method of speeding up the stencil pro-
cess is to use any of the capillary or thick films 
that are available from most emulsion manufac-
turers.  These films are actually direct emulsions 

that have been coated onto carrier sheets and 
are available in a variety of stencil thicknesses.  
This thickness of the film is measured in mi-
crons and range anywhere from 20 microns to 
1000 microns in thickness.  If you are plan to use 
a capillary or thick film to produce your stencil 
the following table will serve as a guideline for 
the particular mesh and ink series that you are 
using.

Ink                              Mesh                                       Recommended Film
(Thickness In Microns)

Blacklight Clear 110T w/o Crystalina       50 Microns 

Blacklight Clear 61T with Crystalina added  70-100 Microns

Caviar Beads 61T 250-400 Microns

Crystalina 61T 70-100 Microns

Foil 83T-110T 50-70 Microns

Glass Beads 13T 150-250 Microns

Glitter 24T 150-250 Microns

High Density  61T-83S 250-700 Microns

Gel Clears 61T-83S 250-400 Microns

Shimmer 61T-110T  70-100 Microns

Photochromic 110T 50-70 Microns

Puff 61T-110T 70- 100 Microns

Suede 83T-125T 50-70 Microns

 

The advantage to using films over direct emul-
sion is in speed of application.  Screen makers 
using capillary or thick film in the lower thick-
nesses have had screens press ready in as little 
as one hour.  High density, caviar or glass beads, 
and gel clear require very thick ink deposits to 
achieve the effect and if using a direct emulsion it 
could take anywhere from 15-25 times of a coat, 
dry, coat technique to achieve the stencil thick-
nesses needed to produce the thick print.  How-
ever, by using a capillary or thick film, you can 
get your desired stencil thickness immediately 
by applying whatever thickness you want in one 
application.  
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There are several tricks involved making screens 
with these thicker films so always consult your 
stencil materials manufacturer for exact instruc-
tions on applying the capillary or thick films.
Special printing considerations should be taken 
when printing high density, gel clears or the ad-
hesives for caviar beads.  Because you are using 
coarse meshes along with thicker films it will 
require you to generously flood the image prior 
to the squeegee stroke.  Completely fill the ink 
well of the design with ink and cut the ink off at 
the top of the design.  To completely clear the ink 
from the screen a slower than normal squeegee 
stroke is recommended because you are trans-
ferring a thick ink film to the garment.  As al-
ways, minimal off-contact should be set so the 
screen peels off the garment approximately 1-1 
1/2 inches behind the squeegee.  This will ensure 
the sharpest prints with the least amount of ef-
fort.  For all other inks, normal flood and print 
strokes produce excellent results. 

Preferably, in a perfect world, triple durometer 
squeegee blades 70/90/70 would be utilized al-
though single composite squeegees in the 65-
70 durometer range yield excellent results as 
well.  Try rounding the edge of the sharp blade by 
taking a piece of sand paper and slightly dulling 
the edge.  You are pushing a large amount of ink 
through the screen and this will help you achieve 
the end result.

Designs containing special effects inks require 
special curing procedures.  In its simplest form a 
print will cure completely when the resin, one of 
the main components in the ink absorbs all the 
liquid (plasiticizer).  Only when this happens will 
you achieve a solid ink film that bonds to the gar-
ment and will stay there washing after washing.  
Variables in curing involve the fabric thickness of 
the garment, ink film thickness and the partic-
ular characteristics of the ink in which you are 
printing.
 

There are three stages to the curing process.  
First, all moisture must be removed from the 
garment.  This will be more important if you are 
printing on a heavyweight 100% cotton garment 
and are located in a high humidity area.  Cotton 
garments absorb and hold moisture more than 
polyester/cotton garments and require a longer 
time in the dryer to remove the moisture.  Next, 
the fabric must be brought up to temperature 
and will require a longer curing time if you are 
printing a sweatshirt versus a t-shirt.  Last, the 
ink film has to be brought up to the cure tem-
perature.  Because different special effects inks 
cure at different temperatures always refer to 
the Technical Data Sheet for the particular ink in 
which you are printing. 

With the exception of Black Light Clear or Pho-
tochromic inks, most special effects inks are 
printed with a very thick ink film and require an 
increase in heat and longer dwell time in the dry-
er.  Also, inks such as crystalinas, shimmers and 
glitters reflect infrared heat so not only are you 
challenged by thick ink film you are challenged 
by the metallic particles reflecting the heat as 
well.

Printing special effects inks can be a challenge.  
However, this can be easily overcome if you 
properly preparing art and screens and practice 
printing techniques prior to selling the designs 
to customers.  The fact is that it is need to test 
the techniques in this article prior to selling and 
printing a job for the customer.  By learning spe-
cial effects printing and incorporating this pro-
cess into repertoire it can garner more profits 
for the business as well as giving the image to 
customers that are staying on the “cutting edge” 
of the industry.
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With so many white inks to choose from on the 
market today, it can become very confusing and 
frustrating when trying to choose the correct 
white plastisol to use as an underbase for flash 
curing applications. 
Underbasing is a process where a white ink is 
printed on a dark colored shirt, placed under-
neath a drying unit called a flash cure dryer 
which brings the ink film to a minimum gel tem-
perature and allows colors to be printed on top 
of the white underbase ink. Because this process 
basically turns the substrate you are printing on 
from a dark color to a white, it allows to produce 
vibrant prints while utilizing standard opacity 
inks such as Goteks series Filamix BP-14, Pro-
cess (BCX-640), Go-Flourescent SX-14, or some 
light colors of Oxolen GMPC.
The best choice for underbasing 100% cotton 
dark shirts is Flash White (205). This ink has 
been specifically formulated for underbasing. 
It’s creamy, easy-printing consistency provides a 
smooth surface for overprint colors. Flash White 
(205) has a low after flash tack. Flash White (205) 
is not designed as a stand alone white (such as 
Cobra White 210, Cobra White 213 or Snow White 
113) and will not produce satisfactory results 
when used as a standard plastisol or as a mixing 
white.

Cobra White (210) Superopake White also pro-
vides excellent results for this application. This 
ink has a creamy, easy to print consistency and 
flash cures quickly without any after flash tack. 
It also provides a smooth surface for overprint 
colors. If a printer wants to have one ink for both 
an underbase and standard white ink for 100% 
cotton Cobra White (210) is the best choice.

Because shirts containing any amounts of poly-
ester are prone to dye migration (bleeding) a 
specially formulated ink must be used on this 
substrate. This ink is manufactured with special 
ingredients to prevent the dyes of the shirt from 
migrating through the ink film. 

The best choice for underbasing polyester blend-
ed dark garments is Low-Bleed White (211). 
Low-Bleed White (211) is specially formulated 
to minimize dye migration, provides a smooth 
printing surface for overprint colors and flash 
cures tack free very quickly helping to eliminate 
the need for a cool down station. 

Underbase screens on the automatic or manual 
press should be set off-contact in order for the 
ink to clear the screen cleanly. It may be nec-
essary to double stroke the underbase to clear 
the ink from the screen cleanly and provide the 
smoothest surface for the overprint colors. 

Squeegees should be set at a slight angle and 
with just enough pressure applied to clear the 
ink from the screen. It is recommended printers 
using automatic presses back off the squeegee 
pressure until the ink does not print and then 
slowly increase the pressure until the desired 
underbase print is achieved. Remember trying to 
print the ink on top of the garment, not drive the 
ink through the garment. If the print starts ap-
pearing on the platen probably  too much pres-
sure being used.

If possible, overprint colors should be printed 
from the smallest to largest area of coverage in 
order to minimize pick-up on the backs of the 
screens. Squeegee pressure is important in this 
stage because printing on a piece of non-absor-
bant vinyl which is not as forgiving as an absor-
bent garment. Too much pressure will cause the 
colors to smear. To alleviate this problem either 
use a lighter pressure during the print stroke or 
utilize finer mesh counts for overprint colors.

Flash cure unit must be large enough to not only 
cover the design but should be at least 4” larger 
than the design being flash cured. Some of the 
smaller 16 inch square units can barely cure a 
14 inch design much less the oversized prints in 
demand by customers today.
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The flash cure unit should be positioned above 
the design so you can get a partially cured print 
in a matter of 3-5 seconds while not burning the 
garment. Plastisols will reach what is called the 
gel temperature at approximately 240 degrees 
Fahrenheit. This can be measured with either a 
temperature strip or temperature probe avail-
able from Goteks. Caution: Be careful not to fully 
cure the underbase ink. An overprint color may 
not adhere to a fully cured underbase and flake 
off after the shirt is washed. Another indication 
of overcuring the underbase is if little pinholes of 
white can be seen through the overprint color. If 
so, lower the flash cure temperature or raise the 
height of the flash cure unit.

After flash curing the Flash White (205), the 
ink may be appear sticky even though it is ful-
ly gelled. This is known as “after flash tack” and 
usually occurs in inks not specifically formulat-
ed for flash curing. This occurs more frequently 
on automatic presses because of the production 
speeds. This tack goes away in a few seconds but 
slows down production in the meantime.

To eliminate this problem a cool down station 
may be necessary or fans may be needed be-
tween print heads to cool down the underbase 
print. For example, on a six color press the un-
derbase would be printed on head #1, flash cured 
on head #2, head #3 would be empty and used as 
the cool down station. The overprint colors would 
be printed on heads #4, #5, and 6. Because of 
the cool down station you will be limited to three 
colors. This is why the best choice is to use an 
ink specifically designed for underbasing where 
after flash tack is not a factor.

On manual presses with rotary table platens “af-
ter flash tack” is usually not a factor because the 
underbase has had sufficient time to cool and 
lose the “after flash tack” before the print comes 
back around for the overprint colors.

For designs with more than two or three colors 
it will be very difficult to achieve an acceptable 
print without adding a second or even a third 
flash to the printing sequence. As each new col-
or is printed, a little bit of the previous color is 
picked up on the backs of the screens resulting in 
mottled looking and uneven color intensity.
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Lemon Yellow
04200

Magente
01650

Royal Blue
02120

Sky Turquoise
02218

Fisheye*
02092

Light Gold
04300

Deep Red
01240

Deep Blue
02060

Purple
01660

Saphire Green*
02860

Golden Yellow
04400

Cardinal Red
01440

Dark Navy
02076

Light Gray
01418

Fashion Brown*
03449

Bright Orange
01010

Pink
01640

Navy Marine
02070

Dark Gray
01422

Beige*
06672

Mina Orange
01010

Baby Blur
02128

Forest Green
02830

Milky Brown
03442

Cafe Cream*
06611

Red Warm
01990

Light Blue
02270

Olip Green
02830

Dark Brown
03444

Strong Tan*
05534

Flag Red
01340

Mid Blue
02030

Petro Turquoise
02214

Maroone
06268

Safran*
04810

-COLOR GUIDE-
Flash MRB & Oxolen GMPC & Transopaque

Plastisol Colors

Yellow
02612

Fuchsia
02817

Flo Yellow
02613

Flo Fuchsia
02820

Orange
04218

Blue R/S
04711

Red B/S
03448

Blue G/S
04718

Flo Red
03466

Flo Blue
04722

Violet
04562

Green
04703

Filamix (BP-14)

GO Fluorescent (SX-14)

Yellow
G0041

Blue
G0181

Lemon Yellow
G0032

Cerise
G0646

Orange Yellow 
G0377

Pink
G0642

Orange
G0411

Magenta
G0518

Orange Red
G0446

Strong Magenta
G0532

Violet
G0442

Green
G0714
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-COLOR GUIDE-
Process (BCX-640) Colors

Proses Cyan Proses Magenta Proses Strong Magenta Proses Yellow

Special Effect Colors

Metallic Silver Metallic Light Gold ReflectonMetallic Gold Copper Ghost
3211D

Red Shimmer
(LLC-045)

Yellow Glitter
(STEL-17)

NAPHTO
Brown Sueda

Silver Shimmer
(LLC-045)

Blue Glitter
(STEL-17)

NAPHTO
Violet Sueda

Pearl Silver*
RX7

Black Shimmer
(LLC-045)

Silver Glitter
(STEL-17)

NAPHTO
Turquise Sueda

Pearl Red*
RX7

Bronze 3*

Golden Yellow Shimmer
(LLC-045)

Red Glitter
(STEL-17)

NAPHTO
Green Sueda

Pearl Sparkle*
RX7

Blue Shimmer
(LLC-045)

Green Glitter
(STEL-17)

NAPHTO
Red Sueda

Pearl Gold*
RX7

Flexy RG*

Green Shimmer
(LLC-045)

Violet Glitter
(STEL-17)

NAPHTO
Yellow Sueda

Pearl Blue*
RX7

Photollite*

Magenta Shimmer
(LLC-045)

LASER

NAPHTO
Gray Sueda

Multicolor*
RX7

Invisible*
UV Pro

Opalith & Athletix & Softex Colors

Light Gold
6778

Purple
9090

Lake Red
6778

Green
1642

Lemon
6889

Primax Red
2223

Mina Orange
6734

Blue Rexon
1123

Golden Yellow
6782

Fuchsia
9022

Bright Orange
6742

Flash Blue
1178
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PVC & Phthalate-Free ink formulated for a more 
environmentally direct printing both on light and 
darkcolored fabrics. Increased productivity with 
absolute no build-up.

Patriot  SH/399 totally  PVC/Phthalate  free inks are the latest technology  
plastisol inks both for general purpose printing on mid-colored  garments 
available  with standart Oxolen  (GMPC} colors  or onto dark colored  fabrics 
available  with max-opaque  Opalith DP standart colors. Smooth and soft ink 
Patriot SH/399 is the most elastic printing ink system available  from Goteks.

General Printing Recommandations
Suitable  on %100 cotton and many grade of synthetic cotton blend fabrics, lycra, spandex etc ...
Very soft hand inks that can also be used in combination with extender base PVC/Phthalate free “Flexogel”.
Its unique production ingredients technology eliminates  the build-up  problem on the back of the screens 
making Patriot SH/399 a superior product compared to water-based PVC/Phthalate-free plastisol  ink  
systems with quite often screen- block complications.
Patriot SH/399  offers extremely  elastic prints especially on highly flexible fabrics.
Patriot SH/399 is  extremely  softhand with excellent  rheology  for fast print strokes.
Have good fastness  property against possible dye migration problem but not entirely bleed resistant.
Preprint and test all Patriot SH/399 inks for adhesion, dye bleeding and wash fastness characteristics prior 
to production.

Mesh:  Appropriate  use of 29-49  t/cm (74 to 125 tin}  monofilament  polyester is recommended. 
Printing  onto synthetics to fine line printing is achieved  with 49-81 t/cm (120  to 200 tin}.
A rounded squeegee  by depositing  a substantially thick ink layer with automatic presses is  recommended.
Any  direct emulsion  or capillary  film can be used to prepare the screen.
Cure: Will not air dry.  Proper curing of the ink will occur at 160Cº (320F for full wash fastness.
The ink film must reach 170 Cº.  Three/four  minutes dwell time is typical for Patriot SH/399.  Dwell time will vary 
dependant  on dark colors  curing faster than light colors.  Flash cure recommended  at 110-120 Cº (230-250 F) 
for five seconds  wave length and the equipment  used will effect the dwell time required to flash-cure.  Failure 
to cure ink properly can result in poor wash fastness, inferior adhesion, unacceptable durability and increased 
likelihood  of dye migration.
Good wash fastness  properties between 40 Cº- 60 Cº. High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  can cause 
color changes.  Prints  may be ironed from the back of the fabrics but they will not resist  dry-cleaning.
Reduction of viscosity  by adding up to %5 Patriot Curable reducer (1271}

Storage: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions  and any packages closed tightly after 
use to prevent moisture  ingress.   Storage temperature  is at 18Cº - 32Cº.  Avoid storing  in direct exposure to 
sunlight.  Inks subjected to extreme temperatures  could  thicken  or expand in the containers. Stir well  before 
every use. Under standard conditions  the product  has a shelf life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX 100: Please contact  Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary  information. 
Patriot SH/399 inks are free from phthalate plasticizers,  aromatic  hydrocarbons and any volatile solvents.

Standard available colors: Patriot  SH/399 is available  in the colors of Oxolen GMPC and Opalith DP 
demonstrated  on the Goteks Plastisol ink COLORGUIDE.
Warranty: We hope this information will be of value and if necessary we will be glad to offer additional technical  advice.
Please  note that all our information  is given in  good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability  
incurred.
 

PATROIT SH/399 

Pvc- Free plastisol ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650
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Ready-to-print opaque plastisol ink base.
To be mixed with Dispersol pigment toners to 
match Pantone”C“ colors.

Coveropaque  Base (101-P)   is a suberb plastisol ink formulation  able to mix 
with Dispersol toners in ratios of %30 maximum.  Alternatively  Coveropaque 
Base (101-P) can as well be mixed with different colors of Goteks  plastisol   ink 
series.

General Printing Recommendations
Suitable  on %100  cotton and many grades of synthetic cotton blend  fabrics.
Coveropaque  Base is an easy-to-print   plastisol ink base that maintains its standart viscosity when mixed with 
Dispersal   pigment toners.
Excellent opacity can be achieved when coveropaque base is mixed with the other plastisol ink series  available,   
from Goteks. Its technologically formulated viscosity protecting rheology after shear helps  to achieve  faster 
production  speeds than any other plastisol ink series available  from Goteks.

MESH:  Appropriate  use  of 33-49 t/cm (85-125  t/in)  monofilament  with high screen tension
(25-)  is recommended  for opaque printing. 70-80 durometer  squeegee  with  sharp  edge for maximum 
definition.   During  printing,  the squeegee angle  and the pressure  to the screen must be correctly  adjusted   to 
achieve a clean and sharp image.
CURE: Will  not air dry.  Proper curing  of the ink will  occur at 160 Cº-(320Fº) for full wash fastness. Three 
minutes  dwell time is  typical  where dwell time  will  vary dependant  on dark colors curing faster than light  
colors.  Inferior curing will  negatively effect the wash-fastness   of the prints
Good wash fastness  properties between 40 Cº-60 Cº.  High wash temperatures and strong detergents  can cause 
color changes.   Prints may be ironed  from the back of the fabrics  but they will not resist dry-cleaning.
Reduction of viscosity by adding  up to % 1  Curable reducer (1244) Any  excess additive modificiation   into the ink 
will negatively  effect the opacity  of the Coveropaque Base (101-P)

STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions  and any packages closed tightly after use 
to prevent moisture  ingress.   Storage temperature  is at 18Cº-32 Cº.  Avoid storing  in direct exposure to sunlight.  
Inks subjected to extreme temperatures  could  thicken  or expand in the containers. Stir well  before every use.  
Under standard conditions  the product  has a shelf life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance certificate  and necessary information. Coveropaque  
Base is free from aromatic hydrocarbons  and any volatile  solvents. Coveropaque  Base is also  available  with 
phthalate- free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this information will be of value and if necessary  we will  be glad to offer additional technical   
advice. Please  note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability  
incurred.

COVEROPAQUE  
BASE (101-P) 

Plastisol ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
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Highly concentrated binder containing color booster 
pigment preparations to  mix with Goteks plastisol  ink 
color series  and different types of  plastisol ink bases 
available.

Dispersol pigment preparations are designed  especially to be used with 
Coveropaque  Base (101-B)   to be able to match desired  Pantone “C” colors by 
lowering  the inventory   plastisol  ink  stocks.

General Printing Recommendations
Dispersol toners can be mixed into any desired PVC plastisol  series available from Goteks.
Mix Dispersol  toners straight into Coveropaque  base to match your desired Pantone “C” colors  according  to 
Goteks formulation  guide  provided by R&D department.
Dispersol  toners can also be mixed into any available Goteks plastisol  ink bases.
With  the advantage of using Dispersol toners, the amount of ink stock holding will be minimised  with your 
primary colors being formulated  in-house  upon the selection of your choice.

Dispersol toners can be mixed with the following Goteks plastisol ink bases.

I.  Flexogel
2. High Build  Base (B1212)
3. Naphto Suede Base
4. Softex Base
S. Puff-Amid  A-46
6. Coveropaque  Base (101-P)

* Dispersol  toners should strictly  not be printed   as a press-ready plastisol ink.

STORAGE: The  Dispersol  toners should  be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed 
tightly after use to prevent moisture ingress.  Storage temperature  is at 18Cº - 32 Cº.  Avoid storing in direct 
exposure to sunlight. Dispersol   subjected to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand  in the containers.    
Stir well  before every use. Under standard conditions the product has a shelf life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary information. Dispersol 
toners are free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile solvents. They are ready available with phthalate-free 
plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this information   will be of value and if necessary  we will  be glad  to offer additional technical  
advice. Please  note that all  our information  is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability 
incurred.

DISPERSOL

Pigment Toners
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Formulated as an underbase fast  curing plastisol  ink

Goteks (205)  Flash Cure formulated  for use as a white underbase to provide 
mid-opacity  on garments which are to be subsequently overprinted. 
 with other plastisol  ink colors. (205)  Flash Cure exhibits  good opacity,
fiber mattdown and a matte finish appearance. No after-flash  tack can be 
obtained in as little  as five seconds without  sacrificing production speeds.   
(2~5) Flash Cure  yields an excellent surface for overprint colors

General Printing Recommendations
Suitable on %100  cotton -  Non-bleed  fabrics  recommended.  Use on polyester & polyester  mix fabrics may 
increase the risk of dye migration. Pre-print and test all substrates for any possible  dye migration,  ink adhesion 
and wash fastness. Avoid stacking hot as such colors are more prone to color distortion due to the dyestuff 
inherent in the garment.  Fabric and dye characteristics  can exhibit variance between manufacturers and from 
dye lot to lot.

MESH:  Monofilament  meshes 24-49 t/cm (60 to 125  t/in) for great opacity on dark garments.  55 - 77 +/ cm (140  
to 195 t/in) for underbase  printing. 63 - 90 t / cm (160  to 230 t/in )  for fine line printing.  Minimum deposit and
fast flashing. Easy to use, no viscosity modification necessary.
Incorporating  the use of finer mesh counts for your flash plate will decrease the dwell time needed to gel the ink,  
resulting in faster production speeds. Gel at 65 - 80 C° (147 to 175  F).
User must be certain to set flash dwell times on heated pallets to simulate production. Avoid excessive flashing  
as it can result in poor inter-coat adhesion of overprint colors.

CURE: 160 C0 (320 F) is required in the normal manner after printing subsequent  colors and curing according  
to standart plastisol recommandations. Failure to cure ink properly can result in poor wash fastness, inferior 
adhesion,  unacceptable durability and increased likelihood of dye migration.

STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed tightly after use 
to prevent moisture  ingress. Storage temperature  is at 18 - 32 C°. Avoid storing  in direct exposure to sunlight.  
Inks subjected to extreme temperatures could thicken or expand in the containers. Stir well before every use.  
Under standard conditions the product  has a shelf life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please contact Goteks for the compliance certificate and necessary information. Coveropaque  
Base is free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile solvents. Coveropaque  Base is also available with 
phthalate-free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this  information  will be of value and if necessary we will be glad to offer additional technical  
advice.  Please note that all our  information  is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility  for any 
liability  incurred. 
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Top performance White ink formulated for ultimate 
opacity. Creamy,  short body plastisol 
for easy printing.

Also available in optically  bright version, Goteks (210) Cobra white is extremly  
easy to print on most troublesome fabrics with its excellent opacity,  fiber mat-
down  and ultra smooth low gloss level. It  can be used as both standalone  or 
underbase white on dark grounds.  Excellent for printing  through variety of 
mesh sizes.

General Printing Recommendations
Possible to use with 50/50 cotton polyester because of its high bleed resistance  and low curing temperatures. 
To determine  the bleeding fastness of (210) Cobra White,  please preprint and test all fabrics prior to production.
Do not build up on the back of the screens and penetrates well. As well  as printing on automatics, (210) Cobra 
white is also suitable  for manual presses with  its  soft hand and easy printing qualities. For the whitest prints  
reduce the squeegee pressure until  the ink is printed  on the fabric,  not into it.

MESH:  Recommended mesh size to print (210) Cobra White  33-49  +/cm (85 to 125 t/in)  for opaque printing.   
55-90 +/cm (140  to 230 t/in)  for underbasing. 77-102 t/cm (195 to 206 t/in) for fine line printing.
• Minimum deposit and fast flashing.
• Minimum after flash tack.

CURE: Will not air dry. 160 C° (300 F) is  required in the normal  manner  after printing  subsequent colors  and 
curing according to standard plastisol recommendations. (21O) Cobra white must always be heat cured. Poor 
washability  inferior adhesion, unacceptable   durability   and increased likelihood of dye migration of the print can 
generally  be traced back to under-curing. 
• Flash cure recommended   at 110-120 C° (230-250 F) for five seconds wave length and the equipment used  will  
effect the dwell time required  to flash. Failure  to cure ink  properly  can result in poor wash fastness, inferior 
adhesion, unacceptable  durability  and increased  likelihood of dye migration.  Users needs the adjust the settings 
so that the ink is just dry to the touch. Avoid excessive  overflashing   as it can result  in poor inter-coat  adhesion 
of overprint colors.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 C° - 60 C°.  High wash temperatures and strong detergents  can 
cause color changes. Prints  may be ironed  from  the back of the fabrics but they will  not resist  dry-cleaning.
• Any  viscosity reducer additive modification  into the ink will negatively   effect the opacity.
• Cleanup of the screens is best performed  with biodegradable screen washes.
                
STORAGE: The product should  be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed tightly  after 
use to prevent  moisture ingress. Storage temperature is at 18 - 32 C°. Avoid storing in direct  exposure  to 
sunlight.  Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could  thicken or expand in the containers. Stir well before 
every use. Under standart conditions  the product has a shelf life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please contact  Goteks for the compliance certificate and necessary information. (210) is free 
from aromatic hydrocarbons  and any volatile  solvents. (210) is also available  with free phthalate plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this information will be of value and if necessary we will be glad to offer additional technical   
advice. Please note that all our information  is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility  for any liability  
incurred.
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White ink formulated for ultimate bleed 
resistant prints

Low bleed white is an easy printing white with maximum bleed resistance on 
polyester and other synthetics. It is designed to gel fast enough to be used as 
a regular white or underbase white. Has an excellent bleed resistance.

General Printing Recommendations
Product   (211) Low bleed  white works especially well   on heavy  colored textiles with heavy disperse dye loads.  
To determine (211) bleeding fastness please preprint  and test all  fabrics prior  to production. (211) Low bleed  
white bleed  resistance increase with  the ink film deposit increase on 50/50 polyester/cotton  or % 100 polyester  
mesh fabrics.

MESH:  Recommended  mesh size to print (211) Low bleed  white 24-49 t/cm (60 to 125 t/in).
• Minimum  deposit and fast flashing.

CURE: Will not air dry.  160 C° (320 F) is  required   in the normal  mannerafter printing subsequent  colors  and 
curing according to standart  plastisol recommandations.  Flash  cure at 96 C°  (205 F). A specific dwell time can 
not be given due to differences in the efficiency  of the flash unit and height above the  ink film.  Finer  mesh usage 
for the flash plate will decrease the dwell time  needed to gel the ink, resulting  in faster production  speeds.
• Failure to cure ink  properly can result in poor wash fastness,  inferior adhesion, unacceptable durability and 
increased likelihood  of dye migration.
• Users needs the adjust the settings so that the ink is just dry to the touch. Avoid  excessive  overflashing   as it 
can result in  poor inter-coat  adhesion of overprint colors.
• Good   wash fastness  properties  between 40 C°- 60 C°.   High  wash temperatures  and strong detergents can 
cause color  changes.  Prints may be ironed from the back of the fabrics but they will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Any  additive  modification   into the ink will negatively effect the bleed resistance.
                
STORAGE: The product should  be stored under clean and dry conditions and  any packages closed tightly after 
use to prevent moisture ingress. Storage temperature  is at 18 - 32 C°.  Avoid storing in direct exposure  to 
sunlight. Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could  thicken or expand in  the containers. Stir well before 
every use. Under standart conditions the product has a shelf  life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary  information. (211) is free 
from aromatic  hydrocarbons  and any volatile  solvents. (211)  is also available with free phthalate plasticizers

Warranty: We hope this information will  be of value and if necessary  we will be glad to offer additional technical   
advice. Please note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility  for any liability 
incurred
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Top Performance Optical White ink formulated for 
ultimate opacity

Optically bright version, Goteks (213) Cobra white is extremly  easy to print on 
most troublesome  fabrics with its excellent opacity, fiber mat-down  and ultra 
smooth low gloss level. It can be used as both standalone  or underbase white 
on dark grounds

General Printing Recommendations
Possible to use with  50/50 cotton polyester because of its  high bleed  resistance  and low curing temperatures.  
To determine the bleeding fastness  of (213)   Cobra White,  please  preprint and test all fabrics prior to production.
• Do not build  up on the back of the screens and penetrates well. As well as printing  on automatics, (213) Cobra 
white is  also suitable  for manual presses with  its soft hand and easy printing qualities.  For the whitest  prints  
reduce the squeegee  pressure until  the ink  is printed  on the fabric, not into it.
• Minimum  after flash tack.

MESH:  Recommended  mesh size to print (213) Cobra White  33-49 t/cm (85 to 125 t/in) for opaque printing.   
55-90 t/cm (140 to 230 t/in) for underbasing. 77-102 t/cm (195 to 206 t/in)  for fine line printing.
• Minimum   deposit and fast flashing.

CURE: Will  not air dry. 160C° (300 F) is  required in the normal  manner after printing  subsequent colors  and 
curing according to standard plastisol recommendations. (213) Cobra white must always be heat cured.  Poor 
washability  inferior  adhesion, unacceptable  durability  and increased likelihood of dye migration of the print can 
generally  be traced back to under-curing.
• Flash cure recommended at 110-120C° (230-250  F) for three seconds wave length and the equipment used 
will  effect the dwell time required to flash-cure. Failure  to cure ink  properly  can result in poor wash fastness,  
inferior   adhesion, unacceptable  durability and increased likelihood of dye migration. Users needs to adjust the 
settings so that  the ink is just dry to the touch.  Avoid excessive overflashing as it can result in poor inter-coat 
adhesion  of overprint  colors.
• Good wash fastness  properties between 40C°- 60 C°.  High wash temperatures and strong detergents can 
cause color changes. Prints may be ironed from the back of the fabrics  but they will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Any viscosity reducer additive modification   into the ink will  negatively  effect the opacity.
• Clean - up of the screens is best performed with biodegradable screen washes.
                
STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed tightly  after 
use to prevent moisture ingress. Storage temperature is at 18-32 C°, Avoid storing in direct exposure  to sunlight.   
Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could  thicken or expand in the containers. Stir well before every use.  
Under standart conditions  the product has a shelf life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance certificate and necessary information. (213) is free 
from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile  solvents. (213) is also available  with free phthalate  plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this information   will be of value and if necessary we will be glad to offer additional technical   
advice. Please  note that  all our information  is given  in good faith,  we can assume no responsibility for any 
liability incurred.
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Highly durable glossy finish inks for athletic uniforms

Goteks Athletix (PMC-1132) series designed  for printing   on uncoated  nylon 
mesh fabrics with excellent durability  and adhesion with a gloss  finish. 
Available  in  a number of low-bleed standart colors for heavy deposit of ink  on 
cottons and blends.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable   for %100   cotton, polyester & polyester mix fabrics,  lycra and spandex.
• A series of plastisol  inks formulated  with non-migrating  pigments to provide gloss finish opaque prints with 
high deposits  and excellent elasticity.
• These   inks are recommended  primarily  for printing  large numbers,  letters and designs on cotton and cotton/
polyester  athletic garments  as well  as nylon mesh.
• Correct screen tension and squeegee choice should  be considered before each print application.
• To be printed straight  from the can through  a coarse mesh screen in order to leave a thick deposit of ink.  
Printing on a soft surface such as a silicone rubber pad on the shirt board  will help leave  a thicker deposit of ink.

MESH:  Recommended  mesh size for optimum opacity 24-33  t/cm (60 to 83 t/in)  monofilament polyester with a 
medium durometer,   slightly rounded blade.  As far as the use of right emulsion for screen prep.  is concerned,  
any conventional direct,  capillary  films  or combination  of both is recommended.
• Always stir Athletix inks prior to print to determine the actual  viscosity against the body-up problem in  the 
containers 

CURE: Will not air dry. 150C° (300 F) is required in the normal  manner after printing  subsequent colors  and 
curing  according to standard plastisol recommendations. Curing can be accomplished with the use of a conveyor 
dryer,  flash  curing  unit, or simple  infrared heater.  Because of the heavy deposit of ink which  is usually printed 
to achieve the thick strong film required,  longer oven times and possibly  higher temperatures may be required to 
insure the entire ink film is fully cured.
• Good wash fastness  properties between 40C°- 60C°. High wash temperatures and strong detergents  may 
cause color changes.  Prints with Athletix inks may be ironed from the back of the fabrics.  Poor dry-cleaning  
resistance.
• Recommended  not to add any additive modification  into  the ink as they are supplied ready-to-print  direct from 
the containers.
• Clean the screens with  biodegradable  screen washes

Special standard available colors

Warranty: We hope this information  will be of value  and if  necessary we will be glad  to offer additional  technical  
advice. Please  note that all our  information   is given in  good faith,  we can assume no responsibility  for any 
liability incurred.
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AT-04200 Light Chrome AT-01340 Flag Red AT-01660 Violet AT-02060 Deep Blue
AT-04300 Middle Chrome AT-01640 CRX Red AT-02270 Light Blue AT-02830 Bright  Green
AT-01010 Orange AT-01240 Deep Red AT-02030 Day Blue AT-02850  Green Forest
AT-01990 Red Warm AT-01650 Magenta AT-02120 Blue Bay GO-FLOURESCENT SX



Plastisol based adhesive for 
adhering caviar beads to fabrics

Caviar Bead (B1224)  adheres caviar beads to garments for special effect prints. 
A durable adhesion with easy printing directly onto garment or a flash cured 
underbase.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable   to be used on most fabrics including cottons,  cotton & polyblends.
• When Caviar Bead (B1224)   is properly cured, it will  resist cracking  and will be very washable.
• Caviar  Bead (B1224)   will  only work with plastic beads only,  not with glass beads.
• After printing  sprinkle on the caviar  beads or pass the garment through  a tray of beads and make sure the ink  
is wet at this point as the beads will only stick  to wet Caviar  Bead (B1224).
• Care should be taken to set the off-contact and squeegee  pressure so that a nice smooth coat of adhesive sits 
on top of the fabric instead of being pushed   into and through  the fabric.

MESH:  Appropriate  use of 32 t/cm (80  t/in) monofilament is recommended. 
• 250 to 300 micron  thick stencils are recommended.

CURE: Will  not air dry.  Proper curing of the ink will  occur at 150Cº (300 F)  until  the entire thickness of the 
ink film is  cured. Due to the thickness   of the adhesive  and the caviar beads it is  necessary  to increase dryer 
temperature, slow  belt speed  or a combination  of both to fully cure  the design.
• Be careful  to keep walk areas clear of excess beads as they can pose a slip  hazard. Excess beads may be used 
over again.
• Good wash fastness  properties between 40Cº- 60Cº Turn garment inside  out prior  to washing and wash in cold 
or warm water in a normal wash cycle. Do not dry clean  or iron print area of garment.
• None  of the additives  is recommended.  Caviar Bead Adhesive  is ready to use straight  from the container.
                
STORAGE: The product should   be stored under clean and dry conditions  and any packages closed tightly after 
use to prevent  moisture ingress. Storage temperature  is at 18Cº- 32Cº, Avoid storing in  direct  exposure  to 
sunlight.   Inks subjected to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand in the containers. Stir well  before 
every use. Under standard conditions  the product has a shelf life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please contact  Goteks for the compliance certificate and necessary information. Caviar Bead 
Adhesive  is free from aromatic hydrocarbons  and any volatile solvents. Caviar Bead Adhesive is also available 
with phthalate-free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope  this information will be of value  and if necessary  we will  be glad  to offer additional technical  
advice. Please note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability  
incurred.
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Simulated Pantone colors using fourteen 
standart ink colors

Goteks Filamix series is an easy to use,  easy to mix color matching system that 
enables  printers to produce accurate simulations  of Pantone  Color formula  
guide colors on medium colored fabrics.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable for % 100  cotton,  polyester & polyester mix fabrics.
• Filamix are transparent to semi transp. Inks  that produces soft-hand  inks for high production, wet on wet 
printing.
• When the inks are blended according to Goteks formulation   guide, the resulting colors vary in opacity from 
transparent  to semi-opaque. They penetrate well and do not build up on the back of succeeding  screens when 
printed wet-on-wet. Their easy flow characteristics also make them an excellent choice for manual press printing.
• For complete bleed resistance with Filamix  inks please  use an underbase white such as Low Bleed White (211)
• When printing  on dark 100% cotton you should use a white  underbase. Goteks Flash Cure White (205) is an 
excellent selection in such an application. Direct Emulsion  stencils  are recommended  for printing.

MESH: Recommended  mesh size  for optimum opacity 34-120 t/cm (86 to 305 t/in) monofilament polyester.    
Mesh counts over 70 t/cm (180  t/in) will increase  the soft hand of the prints.
• Always stir Filamix inks prior to print to determine the actual  viscosity  against the body-up problem in the 
containers.

CURE: Will not air dry.  160 Cº (320 F) is  required in the normal  manner after printing subsequent colors and 
curing  according to standard plastisol recommendations. As Filamix  series will not air-dry, they must always  
be heat cured.   Poor washability   inferior   adhesion,  unacceptable durability and increased likelihood  of dye 
migration of the print can generally be traced  back to under- curing.
• To maximise  color brightness after mixing  the formula, simply add the closest GO-FLOURESCENT SX/14 color 
in quantity maximum %30.  Additions should not alter the print  characteristics of Filamix inks ..
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 Cº- 60 Cº.   High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  may 
cause color  changes.  Prints with Filamix inks may be ironed from the back of the fabrics.  Poor dry-cleaning   
resistance.
• Recommended not to add any additive  modification into  the Filamix ink as they are supplied  ready-to- print 
direct from the containers. Curable reducer (1244) to be used if viscosity reduction is necessary. Extender  base 
(BP-14)  is  available  to extend the Filamix series and make it more transparent.

Standard available colors

Warranty: We hope this  information  will be of value  and if necessary we will be glad  to offer additional  technical  
advice.Please note that all our information   is given in good faith,  we can assume no responsibility   for any 
liability incurred.
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FM-02612  Yellow FM-03466 Flo Red FM-04711   Blue R/S 
FM-02613   Flo  Yellow FM-04562 Violet FM-04718   Blue G/S 
FM-04218   Orange FM-02817  Fuchsia FM-04722 Flo  Blue
FM-03448 Red BIS FM-02820  Flo Fuschia FM-04703 Green



Extremly elastic, soft hand printing
PVC-Free textile plastisol ink

Flexogel  is a PVC-Free gel  look  base when printed directly on garments or 
overprinted  on or an underbase  ink for extreme elasticity and soft hand base.

General Printing Recommendations
• Flexogel   is a specially formulated  clear  for creating  glossy,  
wet looks  when printed  directly on garments or overprinted on underbase colors. For best results either print on 
a underbase,   or if printing  directly  upon a garment  use a print/flash/print technique.
• Flexogel   is an  improved,  specially formulated PVC free clear for creating elastic  and glossy, wet look  prints.   
It  can be applied directly   on garments  or over under base,  flashed colors. Finished  prints made using  Flexogel   
have more gloss and better clarity compared to competitive products.  Flexogel’s fine  rheology  does not shear 
down during the print run,  but will maintain  a constant viscosity from start to finish.
• Flexogel can  be added % 10-15 into  plastisol inks  for optimum  results.
• AVOID CONSTANT CONTACT WITH TEMPERATURES ABOVE 30 Cº

MESH:  Appropriate  use of 24 t/cm (60 +/in) monofilament  with high  screen tension   (25-) is recommended.    
Direct   capillary stencils between 370-670  microns is required  for the desired three dimensional effect.
• A sharp squeegee with 75-80 durometer  by depositing  a substantially  thick ink  layer with automatic  presses 
is recommended. During printing, the squeegee angle and the pressure  to the screen  must  be correctly  
adjusted to achieve a clean and  sharp  image.
• Do not push the Flexogel   ink  to penetrate  into the fabric.  Keep the off-distance   level  as small as possible.   
Adjust the  speed and the right angle of screen lift  so that the screen  peels away right after the squeegee  on the 
print stroke.  It is vital to adjust  such variables  to be able to produce sharpest prints  available

CURE: Will not air dry.  Proper curing of the ink will occur at 160Cº (320 F) for full  wash fastness.  Three minutes  
dwell time is typical  where dwell  time will vary dependant  on dark colors  curing  faster than light  colors.   
Inferior  curing  will  negatively  effect the wash fastness  of the prints.   For the best results,   heat the printing 
platforms  well  enough   around 40-50 Cº. Lay down  the t-shirt to start to print the first layer of Flexogel with 
minumum  squegee pressure.   Flash cure twice followed by the second layer top print.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40Cº - 60 Cº.  High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  can 
cause color changes.  Prints may be ironed  from the back of the fabrics but they will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Reduction of viscosity  by adding  up to %2 Patriot Curable  Reducer (1271).
• Boosting up the viscosity  by adding up %1  Liquid Thickener (576)  for better elasticity results.
                
STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed  tightly after 
use to prevent  moisture ingress.   Storage temperature   is at 18Cº- 32 Cº. Avoid storing in  direct exposure to 
sunlight.  Inks subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand in the containers. Stir well before 
every use. Under standard conditions  the product has a shelf life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance certificate  and necessary  information. Flexogel  is 
free from aromatic  hydrocarbons  and any volatile solvents. Flexogel  is manufactured with PVC and phthalate-
free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope  this information will be of value and if necessary we will be glad to offer additional technical  advice. 
Please note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability incurred.
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Direct print flock adhesive 
for electrostatic applications

FLOCK AD (B1225)  is a soft and extremely durable print suitable  for all type of 
fabrics

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable to be used on all fabrics  including  cottons, polyester,   cotton polyblends,   nylons,  lycra,  denim.
• Plastisol  Flock Adhesive  is  an easy printing  flock adhesive  that offers unmatched durability.   This product 
may be tinted with plastisol   toners to provide additional  coverage  and hiding   power.  After the adhesive  is 
flocked and cured it will remain soft and pliable  instead  of stiffening.
• Because flock fibers must be applied to Flock AD (B 1225)  while  wet,  the flock adhesive must be printed last 
in the printing  sequence. In  order to obtain the heavy  deposit  of adhesive required for adequate adhesion of the 
flocking fibers, a rounded squeegee  is  recommended.
• Even   with the addition  of toners,  Flock AD (B1225)   is transparent.

MESH:  Appropriate  use of 24 t/cm (60 tlin) monofilament  polyester  is recommended.
Use any direct emulsion or capillary film  compatible  with plastisol  inks.
• Always   stir well Flock AD (B1225)   adhesive prior to production.

CURE: Will  not air dry. Proper curing of the ink  will occur at 160Cº (320 F) for full wash fastness. Requires more 
than seventy two hours for full  wash fastness and  curing.
• Good wash fastness properties   between  40 Cº- 60 Cº. Turn garment  inside out prior to washing  and wash in  
cold or warm water in a normal  wash  cycle. Do not dry clean or iron print area of garment.
• Its  easy to use, no viscosity modification necessary.
                
STORAGE: The product should  be stored under clean  and dry conditions  and any packages closed  tightly after 
use to prevent moisture  ingress. Storage temperature   is at 18Cº - 32 Cº.  Avoid storing  in direct  exposure  to 
sunlight.  Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken or expand in the containers. Stir well before 
every use.  Under standard conditions  the product has a shelf  life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact  Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary information.    
FlockAD(B1225) ink is free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile solvents.  FlockAD(B1225) is also  
available  with phthalate- free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this  information  will  be of value and if necessary  we will be glad to offer additional technical  
advice. Please note that all our information is given  in good faith, we can assume no responsibility  for any liability   
incurred. 
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Plastisol ink formulated to create glittery 
special effect

Glitter  STEL17 with  a shiny,  sparkling  bright print. Used in direct prints and 
transfer applications. Available in broad range of sparkling colors with high 
opacity.  Resistant  to high  temperature  heat curings with absolute no change 
on the color shades of glitter flakes.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable on % 100 cotton,  polyester & polyester mix fabrics.
• STEL/17 Glitter inks are formulated   in a fast curing clear plastisol  to ease cure of heavy ink prints.
“Provides a glittering textured metallic finish on textiles.  Prints with STEL17  are highly opaque with glitter  
particles sizes of 0,7 micron. Therefore  STEL17 requires a large screen opening for easy passage.

MESH: Recommended  mesh size 8-10   t/cm (20 to 25 t/in).
• Using a slightly dull edge squeegee with  a soft printing  surface will yield producing superior print results.
• Any direct emulsion  or capillary film can be used.
• User must be certain to set flash  dwell times on heated pallets  to simulate  production.
Avoid  excessive flashing.

CURE: Will  not air  dry. Glitter  STEL17  inks will fully cure at 170 Cº (340 F) Due to the reflective nature of STEL17  
inks,  longer  curing times and more heat needed to reach the required temperature  compared to standart 
plastisol  inks. Failure   to cure ink properly  can result in  poor wash fastness,  inferior adhesion,  unacceptable 
durability  and increased likelihood of dye migration.
• Transfer inks  Glitter-STEL17 is gelled at temperatures  between 75-90Cº (175-190F).
• Reduction of viscosity  can be achieved by modifying STEL17 inks with Curable Reducer (1244) however not 
recommended  to add more than %5.
• Boosting up the viscosity can be achieved  by adding up% 1 Liquid Thickener  (576)

STORAGE: The product should  be stored under clean and dry conditions  and any packages closed tightly after 
use to prevent moisture  ingress. Storage temperature is at 18 - 32Cº.  Avoid storing  in  direct exposure  to 
sunlight.  Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand  in the containers.  Stir well before 
every use.  Under standart conditions  the product has a shelf life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance   certificate  and necessary  information. Glitter 
STEL17  inks are free from aromatic hydrocarbons  and any volatile  solvents.  Glitter STEL17  is also available  
with phthalate-free plasticizers.

Standard available colors

Warranty: We hope this information will be of value and if necessary  we will be glad to offer additional technical  
advice. Please note that all our information  is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability  
incurred.
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Glitter Steel  -17  Yellow Glitter Steel  -17  Green Glitter Steel  -17  Laser

Glitter Steel  -17  Red Glitter Steel  -17  Silver

Glitter Steel  -17  Blue Glitter Steel  -17  Violet



Phosphorescent ink to produce general 
glow in the dark prints

Goteks Gost (3211 D) ink, a ready to print brightening color  in the dark with 
transparent formulation   to be printed on white or over light colored plastisol.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable on %100 cotton, polyester mix fabrics.
• Effective only in complete  darkness with a bright light-greenish color. In day light it will  be a pale creamy white.
• Preprint and test Gost (3211 D) ink for adhesion, dye bleeding  and wash fastness characteristics.
• Has  an excellent printability  and dull surface appearance.

MESH:  Recommended  coarser  mesh sizes 24-55 t/cm (60 to 140 t/in) for best results. Finer mesh counts will 
reduce the brightness  of the prints. Any direct emulsion or capillary film can be used to prepare the screen.
• Always stir Gost (3211  D) prior to print to determine the actual  viscosity against the body-up  problem  in the 
containers.

CURE: Proper curing of the ink will  occur at 160Cº  (320 F). Failure  to cure the ink properly can result in poor 
wash fastness, inferior adhesion,  unacceptable durability.
• Reduction of viscosity is not recommended. Gost (3211 D) is formulated  to be used straight  from the container  
direct print. Caution:  Lowering the viscosity will cause reduction of brightness in the dark.
• Boosting  up  the viscosity can be achieved by adding up Liquid  Thickener  (576).
• Gost (3211D) can be colored  by adding small amounts of (max. %7) Goteks SXF Flourescent colors.
                
STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions  and any packages  closed  tightly after 
use to prevent moisture ingress. Storage temperature  is at 18-32Cº.  Avoid storing in direct exposure  to sunlight.  
Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand in the containers.   Stir well before every use. 
Under standart conditions  the product has a shelf  life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance   certificate  and necessary information.  Ghost 3211 
D inks  are free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile  solvents. Ghost 3211 D is also available  with  
phthalate-free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this  information  will  be of value and if necessary we will be glad to offer additional technical   
advice. Please  note that all our information  is given  in good faith, we can assume no responsibility   for any 
liability incurred.
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Extremly sharp three dimensional prints (3DSQ)

High Build  (B1212)   is a completely transparent  ink formulated to produce 
prints on t-shirts with  excellent sharp edge and three  dimensional  look.  
High Build (B1212) is highly elastic and is not a puff ink.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable on % 100 cotton and many grades of synthetic & cotton blend  fabrics.
• High    Build (B1212) used correctly according to the printing  instructions  will yield   a print with maximum  ink  
layer that retains highly   detailed definition after curing.
• To achieve  the best 3D results with High Build (B1212) printers must use the combination  of the correct screen 
and the right printing  technique.

MESH:  Appropriate  use of 24 t/cm (60 t/in) monofilament  with  high  screen tension  (25-)  is recommended.  
Direct  capillary stencils between 370-670 microns  is required for the desired three dimensional  effect.
• A sharp squeegee with 75-80 durometer by depositing  a substantially  thick  ink  layer with automatic  presses 
is  recommended.  During printing,   the squeegee angle and the pressure to the  screen   must be correctly 
adjusted to achieve a clean  and  sharp image.
• “Do  not  push the High Build   (B1212) ink  to penetrate  into  the fabric.   Keep the off-distance level  as small  
as possible.    Adjust  the speed and the right  angle  of screen  lift  so that the screen peels  away right  after 
the squeegee on the print stroke.   It  is  vital  to adjust such  variables   to be able  to produce sharpest  prints  
available.

CURE: Will not air dry. Proper curing  of the ink will occur at 160C° (320 F) for full wash fastness. Three minutes 
dwell time is typical  where dwell time will vary dependant on dark colors  curing faster than light colors. 
Inferior curing will negatively  effect the was-fatness  of the prints.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 C°-60 C°.  High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  can 
cause color changes.   Prints may be ironed  from the back of the fabrics  but they will not resist  dry-cleaning.
• Reduction of viscosity  by adding  up to %2 Curable reducer  (1244)

STORAGE: The product should  be stored under clean and dry conditions  and any packages closed tightly after 
use to prevent moisture  ingress.   Storage temperature  is at 18-32 C°. Avoid  storing  in direct exposure to 
sunlight.  Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could  thicken   or expand in  the containers. Stir well before 
every use.  Under standard conditions  the product has a shelf life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please   contact  Goteks for the compliance   certificate  and necessary  information. High 
Build Base free from aromatic  hydrocarbons and  any volatile solvents.  High Build Base is also available  with 
phthalate-free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this information will be of value and if necessary  we will  be glad  to offer additional technical  
advice. Please  note that all  our information  is given in good faith,  we can assume no responsibility for any 
liability  incurred.
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Plastisol inks with the look and feel 
of suede leather finish

NAPHTO SUEDE inks are opaque plastisol inks available  from Goteks with an 
extremely   matte finish with a fuzzy texture and a slight puff.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable on %100 cotton (Max. opacity) and many grades of synthetic & cotton blend fabrics.
• Prints is almost indistinguishable   from suede leather in texture and appearance. Suede Plastisol can also  be 
used to simulate  special effects.
• Naphto Suede inks are highly opaque plastisol inks.
• Print with a smooth stroke for an even suede look  and feel.  Avoid printing over a cured underbase.
• Always  test new designs  before production  to determine  the best printing procedures

MESH: Appropriate  use of 49 t/cm (125 t/in) monofilament   polyester is recommended. 
Printing onto synthetics  to fine line  printing   is achieved   with 49-81  t/cm (120 to 200 t/in).
• A rounded squeegee by depositing  a substantially thick ink layer  with automatic presses is recommended.
• Any direct  emulsion   or capillary  film  can be used to prepare the screen.

CURE: Will   not  air  dry.  Proper curing of the ink will  occur at 150C° (300  F) for full  wash fastness.
Three minutes   dwell  time  is typical  for Naphto Suede. Dwell  time will vary dependant on dark colors  curing 
faster than light colors. Failure  to cure Naphto Suede ink properly can result  in poor wash fastness, inferior 
adhesion,unacceptable  durability   and increased likelihood of dye migration.
• Very good wash fastness  properties between 40 C°- 60 C°.  High  wash temperatures  and strong detergents  
can cause color changes. Prints may be ironed from the back of the fabrics but they will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Reduction   of viscosity   by adding up to %5 Curable reducer (1244).   To obtain different colors  of Naphto Suede  
ink  add 1-10 % of Dispersol color booster plastisol toners.

STORAGE: The product should be stored under  clean and dry conditions  and any packages closed tightly after 
use to prevent moisture ingress. Storage temperature  is at 18 - 32 C° .  Avoid storing in  direct exposure  to 
sunlight.  Inks  subjected to extreme temperatures  could thicken or expand   in the containers.  Stir well before 
every use. Under standard conditions  the product  has a shelf life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please contact Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary  information. 
Naphto   Suede inks are free from aromatic hydrocarbons  and any volatile solvents. Naphto Suede is also 
available with phthalate-free plasticizers.

Standard available colors

Warranty: We hope this information will be of value and if necessary  we will be glad  to offer additional technical   
advice. Please note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability  
incurred.
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Naphto Brown Naphto Red Naphto Gray

Naphto Green Naphto Turquise

Naphto Violet Naphto Yellow



Versatile inks formulated for very bright 
colors on dark garments

OPALITH  DP inks are the most opaque plastisol inks available  from Goteks 
suitable both for general purpose direct print and hot split & cold peel transfer 
printing.   Specially designed to print on black and dark colored fabrics.  
Available with non-phthalate plasticiser  formulations  ...  Smooth  and soft.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable only % 100 cotton (Max.  opacity) fabrics.
• Very soft hand inks  that can also be used in combination  with Oxolen  inks.   Its  unique production  technology  
eliminates   the build-up problem on the back of the screens making  it wet-on-wet  printable
• Opalith  DP have good fastness property against possible dye migration problem but not entirely bleed resistant.
• Preprint and test all Opalith DP inks for adhesion, dye bleeding and wash fastness characteristics prior to 
production.
• Excellent results  can be obtained on  heat tranfers with Opalith DP.

MESH: Appropriate   use of 29-49 t/cm (74 to 125 t/in)  monofilament  polyester  is recommended. Printing onto 
synthetics  to fine line  printing   is achieved  with 49-81   t/cm (120  to 200 t/in).
• A rounded squeegee by depositing a substantially thick  ink  layer  with automatic  presses is recommended.
• Any direct emulsion or capillary film can be used to prepare the screen.

CURE: Will  not air dry.  Proper curing  of the ink will  occur at 160 C° (320 F) for full wash fastness. Three  minutes  
dwell  time is typical for Opalith. Dwell  time will  vary dependant  on dark colors curing  faster than light colors.    
Flash cure. recommended at 110-120 C° (230-250  F) for three seconds wave length  and the equipment used will 
effect the dwell  time required to flash-cure. Failure  to cure ink properly  can result  in poor wash
fastness,  inferior adhesion, unacceptable  durability and increased  likelihood   of dye migration.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 C° - 60 C°. High wash temperatures  and  strong detergents  can 
cause color changes.  Prints may be ironed from the back of the fabrics  but they will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Reduction of viscosity by adding up to %5 Curable reducer (1244)

STORAGE: The product should be stored under  clean and dry conditions   and any packages closed  tightly after 
use to prevent moisture ingress.   Storage temperature  is at 18 - 32 C°.  Avoid storing in direct exposure  to 
sunlight.   Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could  thicken  or expand in the containers.  Stir  well before 
every use. Under standard conditions  the product has a shelf  life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please contact Goteks for the compliance certificate and necessary information. Opalith inks 
are free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile solvents.  Available both with phthalate and none-phthalate   
plasticizers.
Standard available colors

Warranty: We hope  this information   will  be of value and if necessary we will be glad  to offer additional   
technical  advice. Please   note that  all  our information   is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility  
for any liability incurred. 
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OP-6889 Lemon OP-6734 Mina Orange OP-9022 Fuchsia
OP-6778 Light Gold OP-6778 Lake Red OP-1178 Flash  Blue
OP-6782 Golden Yellow OP-2223 Primax  Red OP-1123 Blue  Rexon
OP-6742 Bright Orange OP-9090 Purple OP-1642 Green



Extremly elastic, soft  hand printing textile plastisol ink

Softex Clear  is a completly elastic ink formulated to produce prints on t-shirts  
with high gloss and clear  prints.  Retains viscosity  throughout  print or mix-in  
enabling soft and elastic  prints.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable   on % 100 cotton and many grades of synthetic  I cotton  blend fabrics.
• Softex Clear is an improved,  specially  formulated clear for creating elastic and glossy, wet look, soft prints. 
It  can be applied directly on garments   or over under base, flashed   colors.  Finished   prints made using  Softex 
Clear  have more gloss and better  clarity compared to competitive  products. Softex Clear’s fine rheology does not 
shear down during the print  run,  but will  maintain a constant viscosity from start to finish.
• Softex Clear can be added %10-15 into plastisol inks for optimum softness  results.

MESH:  Appropriate   use of 24 t/cm (60 t/in) monofilament   with high screen tension (25-)  is recommended.    
Direct  capillary stencils  between 370-670 microns is  required for the desired three dimensional  effect.
• A sharp squeegee  with 75-80  durometer  by depositing  a substantially   thick  ink  layer  with automatic  
presses is  recommended.    During printing,   the squeegee angle and the pressure to the screen must be 
correctly adjusted to achieve a clean  and sharp image.
• Do not push the Softex Clear  ink to penetrate into the fabric.  Keep the off-distance level  as small as possible.   
Adjust the speed and the right angle of screen lift  so that the  screen peels  away right after the squeegee  on the 
print stroke.   It is vital to adjust such variables   to be able to produce sharpest prints  available.

CURE: Will  not air  dry.  Proper curing  of the ink will occur at 160Cº (320 F) for full  wash fastness.
Three minutes dwell  time is typical  where  dwell time will vary dependant on dark colors  curing faster than light 
colors.  Inferior  curing  will negatively  effect the was-fatness  of the prints.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40Cº- 60Cº. High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  can 
cause color changes.Prints  may be ironed from the back of the fabrics but they will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Reductionof viscosity by adding  up to %2 Curable reducer (1244)
• Boostingup  the viscosity can be achieved by adding up Liquid Thickener 576.

STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed tightly after 
use to prevent moisture ingress.  Storage temperature  is at 18-32 C°. Avoid storing in direct exposure to sunlight.  
Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could  thicken  or expand in the containers. Stir well before every use. 
Under standard conditions  the product has a shelf life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary information. Softex Clear 
is free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile solvents. Softex Clear is also available with phthalate-free  
plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope  this information will be of value and if necessary we will  be glad  to offer additional technical  
advice. Please note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability 
incurred.
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General purpose plastisol ink formulated to 
direct printing

Goteks Oxolen series is for direct printing with excellent  release capability from 
the screen. Although  mid opaque, Oxolen is best performed on medium to dark 
colored fabrics. Perfect opacity is achieved  in combination with Opalith series 
plastisol inks  to print on dark colored fabrics. Available also with non-phthalate  
plasticizer formulations.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable for %100 cotton,  polyester & polyester mix fabrics.
• Oxolen  colors are very soft hand inks suitable for wet-on-wet  printing.
• Excellent color strength even when using low squeegee  pressures.
• Do not build up on the back of the screens and penetrates well. As well  as printing on automatics, Oxolen series 
are also suitable  for manual presses with its soft hand and easy printing qualities.
• Recommended   to preprint and test all fabrics for ink adhesion,  curing,  wash fastness  prior to production.
• Avaliable  with Oxolen Clear base and 15 Dispersol color booster pigments to achieve Pantone formulations in-
house color mixing.

MESH: Recommended  mesh  size for optimum opacity 24-49  t/cm (60 to 125  t/in)  monofilament polyester.   
Mesh counts over 70 t/cm (180  t/in) will  increase  the  soft hand of the prints.
• Always  stir Oxolen inks prior to print to determine the actual viscosity against the body-up problem in the  containers.
• Oxolen GMPC is the softest feel  ink  series avaliable among  the competition counter types

CURE: Will   not air  dry.  160 C° (320 F) is required in the   normal   manner after printing  subsequent colors and  
curing   according to standard plastisol recommendations. Oxolen series will not air-dry, they must always be heat 
cured. Poor washability inferior adhesion,  unacceptable  durability  and increased  likelihood of dye migration  of 
the print can generally  be traced back to under-curing.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 C°- 60 C°. High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  may cause 
color  changes. Prints  with Oxolen  inks  may be ironed  from the back of the fabrics. Poor dry-cleaning resistance.
• Recommended not to add any additive modification into the ink as they are supplied  ready-to-print direct from 
the containers. Curable reducer (1244)  to be used if viscosity  reduction  is  necessary. Extender base (E164) is 
available to extend the Oxolen series and make it more transparent.

Standard available colors

Warranty: We hope this information will be of value and if necessary we will be glad to offer additional technical  
advice. Please note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability 
incurred.
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OG-04200 Lemon Yellow OG-01650 Flag Red OG-02120 Royal Blue OG-01418 Light Gray

OG-04300 Light Gold OG-01440 Cardinal  Red OG-02076 Dark Navy OG-01422 Dark Gray

OG-04400 Golden  Yellow OG-01640 Pink OG-02070 Navy Marine OG-03442 Milky Brown

OG-01010 Bright  Orange OG-02128 Baby Blue OG-02830 Forest Green OG-03444 Dark Brown

OG-01100 Mina Orange OG-02270 Light Blue OG-02830 Olive  Green OG-06268 Marcone

OG-01990 Red Warm OG-02030 Mid Blue OG-02214 Petro Turquoise

OG-01340 Flag  Red OG-02120 Royal Blue OG-02218 Sky Turquoise

OG-01240 Red Warm OG-02060 Deep Blue OG-01660 Purple



Very soft hand four color process printing 
plastisol inks

Goteks Process (BCX-640)   are pure transparent inks formulated to achieve 
accurate,  consistent process color  printing  suitable  for wet-on-wet  printing 
on white garments with  minimal  dot gain. Process (BCX-640) colors have 
excellent printability  with ultra soft hand.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable  for % 100 cotton, cotton / polyester  mix fabrics  to print  process colors.
• Process (BCX-640) colors are the right  choice to create natural  colors  straight from the container.
• Strong Magenta color is included into Process (BCX-640 color series) to be able to brighter color shades more easily
• Process (BCX- 640 series)  is also avaliable with triple  strength color versions.
• Recommended  to preprint  and test all fabrics for Process (BCX-640)  ink adhesion,  elasticity, curing, wash 
fastness  prior  to production.
• Incorporating any direct emulsion or capillary film stencil will be the right choice.

MESH: Recommended  mesh size for the best results 120-140 t/cm (305 to 355 t/in) monofilament polyester.
• Always stir Process (BCX-640)  inks prior to print to determine the actual viscosity against the body- up problem   
in the containers.Using  coarser meshes will likely  result in increased  ink deposits and stronger color shades.

CURE: Will not air dry. Process (BCX-640) colors will fully cure when the entire ink print reaches 150 C° 
(300 F). Process (BCX-640)   series will not air-dry, they must always be heat cured. Proper fusion  tests are 
recommended. Poor washability inferior adhesion, unacceptable durability and increased  likelihood of dye  
migration of the print can generally  be traced back to under-curing.
• Any additive  modification to Process (BCX-640) can have an adverse effect on the ink performance. 
Only  process base (BCX-1689)  is suitable  to mix with  process colors to create new colors.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 C° - 60 C°, High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  can 
cause color changes.  Prints  may be  ironed from the back of the fabrics  but they  will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Process (BCX-640)  are also available in highly pigmented  four color process  formulations  to print with an 
underbase to obtain  true four-color  process prints on black textiles.

STORAGE: The product should  be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed  tightly after 
use to prevent moisture ingress.   Storage temperature  is at 18 - 32 C° Avoid storing in  direct exposure to 
sunlight.  Inks  subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand in the containers.  Stir well before 
every use. Under standart conditions  the product has a shelf  life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please contact  Goteks for the compliance certificate  and necessary  information. Process inks  
is free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile solvents. Process inks is also available with free phthalate  
plasticizers.

Standard available colors

Warranty: We hope this  information   will be of value  and if necessary we will be glad  to offer additional technical  
advice. Please  note that all our information   is given in good faith,  we can assume no responsibility for any 
liability incurred.
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BCX-640  Process Black BCX-640  Process Magenta BCX-640  Process Yellow
BCX-640  Process Cyan BCX-640  Strong Magenta 



Plastisol puff ink formulated to give elevated print 
surface

Goteks PUFF-AMID  A46 series plastisol  inks cure and expand rapidly  
producing a strong, long lasting ink film with excellent abrasion resistance.  
Available also with six different ready to print colors.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable on % 100 cotton, polyester I polyester mix fabrics.
• Preprint and test all PUFF-AMID A46 inks for adhesion, dye bleeding and wash fastness characteristics.

MESH:  A good puff effect can be achieved through a wide range of screen meshes. 24-34 t/cm (60 to 86 t/in) is 
recommended  for maximum loft.
• Always  flash-cure   PUFF-AMID   A46 ink prior  to over-printing
• Various special effects can be achieved  through over-printing, flash-curing and multiple passess.
• Any  direct emulsion  or capillary film can be used to prepare the screen.

CURE: Proper curing of the ink will occur at 160 Cº (320 F).  However the expansion  of the print will be prior at    
145 Cº (290 F).  Failure  to cure ink properly can result  in  poor wash fastness,  inferior adhesion, unacceptable 
durability and increased likelihood of dye migration.
• Reduction of viscosity is not recommended. PUFF-AMID A46 inks  are formulated  to be used straight from the 
container  direct print. Caution: Lowering the viscosity will cause reduction in  puff height.
• PUFF-AMID A46 inks  are available in a limited range of popular colors.

STORAGE: The product  should  be stored under clean  and dry conditions  and any  packages  closed  tightly  
after use to prevent moisture  ingress. Storage temperature  is  at 18 - 32 Cº. Avoid storing in direct exposure to 
sunlight.   Inks subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand in the containers. Stir well before 
every use.  Under standart conditions  the product has a shelf life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance certificate  and necessary information. Puff-Amid ink 
is free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile  solvents. Puff-Amid is also available  with phthalate-free 
plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope  this information will be of value and if necessary  we will  be glad  to offer additional technical   
advice. Please note that all our infonnation is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability 
incurred. 
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Highly effective light reflecting plastisol ink

Reflecton  (B 1216) is an extremely  successful formulation designed both for 
direct printing and heat transferring. Light (such as headlight  or flashlight)  
bounces back to its source being  reflected by the print Reflecton (B1216) for 
enhanced visibility.

General Printing Recommendations
• Excellent choice for safety printing applications.
• Suitable   to be used on most fabrics  including cottons,  polyester, cotton & polyblends  and some nylons.
• It’s  an easy-to-use one part ink containing millions of light reflecting microspheres with an extremely smooth feel.
• In day light  the print with Reflecton   (B1216) appears to be a standard color of ink. However especially in the 
dark, exposed to a beam of light, Reflecton (B1216)  reflects a glittering  effect back to its light  source.
• Recommended   for enhanced visibility  on garments used by cyclists, construction  workers, and traffic police 
during the night time where strong beam lights are present.
• Reflecton  (B 1216) is  highly  transparent  which makes the print disappear on highly dark colored fabrics.   
However the reflecting efficiency  totally unaffected by the color  of the textile being printed on.  
Underbase  printing negatively effect the Reflecton  (B1216) so the application is not recommended.

MESH: Appropriate  use of 34-43 t/cm (86 to 110 t/in)  monofilament   is recommended with medium to hard 
squegee  by applying   high pressure. Always stir  well Reflecton   (B1216)  ink prior to production.
“In  order to penetrate Reflecton  (B1216)  ink to the fabric ... Keep the off-distance   level  as small  as possible.  
Adjust the speed and the right angle of screen  lift so that the screen peels  away right after the squeegee  on the 
print stroke.  It is vital to adjust such variables  to be able  to produce highest reflectivity  prints available.
“The idea on printing  Reflecton   (81216)  for the best effect is to push the ink into the fabric  by leaving reflective  
powder on the surface for maximum efficiency.

CURE: Will not air dry.  Proper curing  of the ink  will occur at 170 C° (340 F) for full wash fastness. Requires  more 
than three minutes  dwell  time  due to heat reflecting property of this ink.  If  necessary do not recure the ink for, 
second time.  Inferior  curing will negatively affect the wash-fatness  of the prints.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 Cº-60 Cº but will loose its reflectivity  at some degree after 
each wash cycle. High wash temperatures and strong detergents  can accelerate  the depreciation  cycle  of 
microspheres.  Prints may be ironed from the back of the fabrics but they  will  not resist dry-cleaning.
• Redudion of viscosity will negatively  affect the reflective  strength of the ink.  Incorporating the use of any other 
additive  is not recommended.

STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed  tightly after use 
to prevent moisture   ingress. Storage temperature  is at 18-32 Cº.  Avoid storing in direct exposure to sunlight.  
Inks subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand  in the containers. Stir well  before every use.  
Under standard conditions the product has a shelf  life  of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please   contact  Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary  information. 
Reflecton(B1216)   inks are free from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile  solvents. 
Reflecton(81216) is also  available  with phthalate-free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this information  will  be of value and if necessary  we will be glad  to offer additional technical 
advice. Please  note that all our intoonation is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability  
incurred.

REFLECTION
(B1216) 

Plastisol ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr



Direct print shimmer metallic plastisol inks. (Sparkle)

Goteks Shimmer  LLC-045 are plastisol  inks formulated  to produce a 
sparkling, shimmering  color with excellent quality  and washability.  
Short body ink  with very low wet tag for easy printing.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable  for %100 cotton, cotton & polyester mix, % 100 polyester fabrics.
• Shimmer LLC- 045 is extremely  high gloss when printed in  thick film.
• High deposit  lead-free  plastisol inks with maximum  opacity and brightness relative to regular metallics. 
   The inks will stretch and recover well suitable for cold peel  transfers.
• Unlike standart glitter inks Shimmer LLC-045 will  not tarnish  with repeated washings.
• The shimmer flakes are opaque and maybe printed on both light and dark colored fabrics.
• Incorporating   any direct emulsion or capillary film stencil for printing will be the right choice.

MESH: Recommended  mesh size  for the best results 24-43 t/cm (60 to 110 t/in) to allow metallic particles  to 
pass freely through the screen.  The use of direct  emulsions  or capillary films are required  in printing.  Shimmer  
LLC-045 can be transfer  printed using a gel  temperature  of 75 Cº (182  F).
• Always  stir Shimmer LLC-045  inks prior to print to determine the actual  viscosity against the body-up problem  
in the containers. Using coarser meshes will result in increased ink deposits and stronger color shades.

CURE: Will not air dry.  Shimmer LLC-045 will fully cure when  the entire ink print reaches 160 Cº (320 F) due 
to the reflective and heat transfer properties  of metallic  particles. Proper fusion tests are recommended. Poor 
washability  inferior adhesion, unacceptable  durability  and increased likelihood of dye migration of the print can 
generally be traced back to under-curing.
• Any additive modification  to Shimmer  LLC-045 can have an adverse effect on the ink  performance. 
Only low cure  base (2154) is suitable  to mix with Shimmer  LLC-045.
• Wash fastness  properties  between 40 Cº-60 Cº are excellent.  High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  
can cause color changes.  Prints may be ironed from the back of the fabrics but they will not resist  dry-cleaning.
• Clean the screens with  biodegradable  screen washes.

STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed  tightly after use 
to prevent moisture ingress.  Storage temperature  is  at 18 - 32 Cº.  Avoid  storing  in direct exposure to sunlight.  
Inks subjected  to extreme temperatures  could  thicken  or expand in the containers. Stir well before every use.  
Under standart conditions  the product has a shelf  life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary  information. Shimmer  
(LLC-045)  is free from aromatic hydrocarbons  and any volatile solvents. Shimmer (LLC-045) is also available  
with  phthalate-free plasticizers

Standard available colors

Warranty: We hope this  information  will be of value and if necessary we will  be glad  to offer additional technical  
advice. Please note that all our information  is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility  for any liability 
incurred.

SHIMMER
(LLC-045)

Plastisol ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Shimmer LLC-045 Red Shimmer LLC-045 Silver Shimmer LLC-045 Black Shimmer LLC-045 Magenta

Shimmer LLC -045 Golden Yellow Shimmer LLC-045 Blue Shimmer LLC-045 Green



Versatile inks formulatedfor very soft
hand, smoothest and easiest prints possible

SOFTEX  LCB are highly   versatile  lead  free type plastisol   inks formulated   
for heat transfer and wet- on-wet direct printing with good opacity for  medium 
colored cotton and cotton/polyester garments. Direct prints  have a softer finish 
than all  other Goteks inks.
General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable on % 100 cotton (Max. opacity) and many grades of synthetic & cotton blend fabrics, nylons, lycra etc ...
• Suitable for cold  and hot peel transfers recommended  to be printed on medium  to high colored garments.
• Increased  production with less fatigue.
• They can be direct printed wet-on-wet without curing between colors. Build-up on the bottom of the screens is 
reduced to minimum levels.

MESH: Appropriate use of 34-120 t/cm {86 to 305 t/in) monofilament polyester is recommended. Meshes over 
71tcm (180 metric) will  produce very soft direct prints, but will diminish opacity on colored fabrics. For best 
results  with the bright colors  do not print them through meshes over 62 t/cm. For very soft hot-peel transfers, 
use 34-43T (83-110 metric). Because the ink film splits on hot-peel transfers, the ink film should be printed 
thicker than for a direct print.
• A rounded squeegee by depositing a substantially thick ink layer with automatic presses is recommended.
• Any direct emulsion or capillary film can be used to prepare the screen.

CURE: Will not air dry.  Proper curing of the ink for direct prints  will occur at 150 Cº (300 F) for full  wash fastness.   
Three minutes dwell time is typical for Softex. Dwell time will vary dependant on dark colors curing faster than 
light colors. Prints on heat transfer paper should only be semi-cured. Over-cure may cause problems later on 
during transfer (more energy is needed to remelt a cured film than a semi- cured film). Semi-curing or drying the 
film only to the extent that the sheets can be handled, stacked, cut and shipped is the desired condition. The ink 
will  semi-cure when the ink deposit reaches 120 Cº (250 F°). Regular complete transfer curing  at 170 Cº (340  F°) 
for twenty seconds.  Allow transfer to cool completely 10-20 seconds before stripping off the paper.
• Good wash  fastness  properties  between 40Cº- 60Cº. High wash temperatures and strong detergents can 
cause color changes. Prints  may be ironed  from the back of the fabrics  but they will not resist  dry-cleaning.
• Reduction of viscosity  by adding  up to %3 Curable reducer (1244).
• Boosting up the viscosity can be achieved  by adding up Liquid Thickener 576.

STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed  tightly after use 
to prevent  moisture  ingress.   Storage temperature  is at 18 - 32 Cº, Avoid storing  in direct exposure  to sunlight.  
Inks subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand in  the containers.   Stir well before every use.  
Under standard conditions  the product has a shelf life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100:Please contact Goteks for the compliance certificate and necessary information. Sottex inks are free 
from aromatic hydrocarbons and any volatile solvents. Softex is also available with phthalate-free plasticizers.
Standard available colors

Warranty: We hope this information  will be of value  and if necessary  we will be glad  to offer additional technical  
advice. Please  note that all our information  is given in good faith,  we can  assume  no responsibility  for any 
liability incurred

SOFTEX  
(LCB)

Plastisol ink

Customer Service
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ST-6889 Lemon ST-6782 Golden  Yellow ST-6734 Mina Orange ST-2223 Primax Red ST-9022 Fuchsia ST-1123 Blue  Rexon

ST-6778 Light Gold ST-6742 Bright Orange ST-6778 lake  Red ST-9090  Purple ST-1178 Flash Blue ST-1642 Green



Heat sensitive clear to color changing plastisol ink

Thermolite (B 1205) plastisol ink suitable both for direct printing  and transfer 
printing  is formulated  to be printed on white and light colored fabrics.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable to be used on most fabrics including cottons,  cotton & polyblends.
• Thermolite  (B 1205) ink  is smooth and easy to use. It can be direct printed wet-on-wet  without curing between 
colors  and if necessary can be flash-cured between colors quickly. Thermolite (B1205) ink should be used on light 
or medium colored shirts
• Thermolite (B1205)   ink can be applied as a heat transfer as well. It can be printed on heat transfer release  
paper and then applied to white or light- colored shirts  and other textiles  with a heat transfer press. It is 
recommended  that these transfers  be applied with the heat transfer  method where the transfer paper is peeled  
off the hot transfer immediatly  after the transfer  is  applied.   When the paper is  peeled  hot,  a portion  of the ink 
remains  on the paper and the rest stays on the shirts

MESH:  Appropriate use of 34-43 t/cm (86 to 110 t/in) monofilament   is  recommended  for hot-peel transfers.   
34-82 t/cm (86 to 205 t/in) monofilament recommended  for direct  printing.
• Direct Emulsion   Stencils are recommended. Capillary direct  film  gives sharper edge defintion and a thicker  
deposit of ink on heat transfers

CURE: Will not air  dry. Proper curing of the ink will occur at 150 C° (300 F) for full wash fastness. Prints on heat 
transfer  paper should  only be semi-cured. Over-cure  may cause problems  later on during transfer  (more 
energy is  needed to remelt  a cured film than a semi-cured   film).  Semi-curing   or drying the film only  to the 
extent that the sheets can be handled,   stacked,  cut and shipped is the the desired condition.  The ink will  semi-
cure  when ink deposit reaches  120C°   (250°F).
• TransferThermolite    (B1205)  at 177-190C°(350- 375F) for 10-20  seconds at 40-50 p.s.i.  Quickly strip the 
release paper right  after raising the transfer press platen  while  the shirt remains  in the press.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 C°-60C°.  High  wash temperatures  and strong detergents  can 
cause color  changes.  Prints may be ironed from the back of the fabrics but they will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Reduction of viscosity  of viscosity  will negatively  affect the Thermolite  (B1205) ink. Incorporating  the use of 
any other additive is  not recommended.
• Boosting up the viscosity can be achieved by adding up Liquid Thickener 576.

STORAGE: The product should be stored under clean and dry conditions and any packages closed tightly after use 
to prevent moisture ingress.  Storage temperature  is at 18 - 32 C°, Avoid storing in  direct exposure to sunlight.   
Inks subjected  to extreme temperatures  could thicken  or expand in  the containers. Stir well before every use.  
Under standard conditions  the product has a shelf  life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please contact Goteks for the compliance certificate and necessary information. 
Termolite (B 1205)   is free from aromatic hydrocarbons  and any volatile solvents.  
Termolite (B 1205)   is also available  with  phthalate-free plasticizers.

Warranty: We hope this information will be of value and if necessary we will  be glad  to offer additional technical   
advice. Please note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility for any liability 
incurred.

THERMOLITE
(B1205) 

Plastisol ink

Customer Service
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Light sensitive ink that changes color under UV 
exposure

Unilight (BF-116) is  a light sensitive ink that will change from clear to color  
when introduced  to ultra violet  light source such as sunlight.

General Printing Recommendations
• Suitable to be used on most fabrics including cottons, cotton I polyblends.
• Unilight  (BF-116) is almost colorless  when viewed  indoors  but when viewed outside  or under a source of 
intense UV light they quickly  acquire a rich, bright color. This enables you to provide your customers with prints 
that display one design indoors and a dramatically changed design indoors.
• Unilight (BF-116) inks are transparent  not opaque. They are dyes not pigments and absorb light. The ink may 
separate over time. This may be corrected by thoroughly mixing the ink before printing.
• Most  of the light  sensitive  dye will  still  be active after several  hours of constant exposure  to intense ultra 
violet  radiation. The ink will still  change color but the colors  will  not be as bright. The thicker the ink layer, the 
more durable  the color  change effect will be.
• Combining  Unilight  (BF-116) and Process (BCX-640)  inks will  produce an ink that has one color indoors  and 
another  color outdoors.

MESH:  Appropriate  use of 34-90 t/cm (85 to 230 t/in)  monofilament   is recommended.
• Direct  Emulsion Stencils are recommended. Thicker ink layers will provide more dramatic and durable colors.

CURE: Will not air  dry. Proper curing of the ink will occur at 150Cº (300  Fº) for full wash fastness Poor washability  
inferior   adhesion,  unacceptable durability and increased likelihood  of dye migration of the print  can generally 
be traced  back to under- curing.
• Good wash fastness  properties  between 40 Cº-60 Cº.   High wash temperatures  and strong detergents  can 
cause color changes. Prints  may be ironed from the back of the fabrics  but they  will not resist dry-cleaning.
• Reduction of viscosity  of viscosity will  negatively affect the Unilight  (BF-116) ink.  Incorporating the use of any 
other additive is not recommended.

STORAGE: The product should  be stored under clean and dry conditions  and any packages closed  tightly after 
use to prevent moisture   ingress.   Storage temperature  is at 18Cº-32 Cº. Avoid storing in direct exposure to 
sunlight.  Inks  subjected to extreme temperatures  could  thicken  or expand in the containers.  Stir  well before 
every use. Under standard conditions  the product  has a shelf  life of over 24 months.
OeKO-TEX  100: Please  contact Goteks for the compliance  certificate  and necessary  information. 
Unilight  (BF-116)   is free from phthalate  plasticizers, aromatic  hydrocarbons  and any volatile  solvents

Warranty: We hope this information  will be of value and if necessary  we will be glad  to offer additional technical  
advice.  Please note that all our information is given in good faith, we can assume no responsibility  for any liability   
incurred.

UNILIGHT 
(BF-116) 

Plastisol ink
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Ready for use mega-elastic white ink for 
filmdruk textile applications

ELASTIGO SUPRA 
WHITE (214-WB) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High performance  white  ink 
designed  especially  for filmdruk 
(silk  screen printing)  textile 
applications.   Elastigo   Supra White 
is  super elastic  and max- opaque 
resulting in  excellent coverage  
on dark %100  cotton & cotton/
synthetic  blend  fabrics. Its fine 
rheology  allows printing through 
finer mesh counts without the need 
for a viscosity modifying process. 
Amazingly   durable at least up 
to 50 washes. It has an excellent  
rub fastness properties  and is 
recommended to be used on flexible  
fabrics like lycra, spandex  etc ....

Special Recommandations
Elastigo Supra White requires proper curing for the best printing  
results. Wash minimum 5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure. Always  
pretest prior to printing. Do not dry clean. The ironing  of the 
printed area is  not recommended. Fixer PFR cone. (%80 active) is  
recommended with Elastigo Supra White for fast fusing. Available in 
30/60/120 kg. plastic packaging sizes

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
Improved  printing  techniques may 
eliminate the need for a second 
topcoat of Elastigo Supra White.  
Elastigo  Supra White yields an 
excellent plastic effect. It has a low 
viscosity, short body printing paste 
for easy printing and fast shearing 
action. Increase printing base 
mileage with  finer mesh sizes and 
increase production  speeds. Always  
test before using on synthetic fibers 
with efficient  curing under
160C° Elastigo Supra White have 
no flash point and are made from 
Lead-Free raw materials.

Application
Print   Elastigo Supra White straight 
from the drum. Elastigo Supra 
White  is user freindly  and can 
be printed  through broad range 
of mesh sizes without modifying  
the viscosity.  For the softest hand 
good opacity finer mesh sizes are 
recommended with Elastigo Supra 
White. Needs
3 minutes under 160C° for
optimum curing after print. Elastigo  
Supra White can be cleaned easily 
from the screens straight with 
water or with biodegradable screen 
washes. 



Mega-elastic transparent clear base ink for 
Rotary & Filmdruk printing

ELASTIGO ULTRA  
CLEAR  (TRANSPARENT) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High  performance  clear base 
designed especially  for filmdruk 
(silk  screen printing) textile 
applications.  Elastigo Ultra Clear 
is super elastic and glass-clear 
resulting  in excellent  results on 
cotton & cotton/synthetic blend 
fabrics.  Its a low viscosity  product 
with its rheology that allows printing 
through finer mesh counts without 
the need for a viscosity  modifying  
process. Durable up to 50 washes.
It has an excellent  rub fastness 
properties and is recommended to 
be used on flexible fabrics like lycra, 
spandex  etc ....

Warranty
We hope this  information  will  be of 
value  and if necessary  we will  be 
glad  to offer additional  technical 
advice.   Please   note that all  our 
information  is given in good faith,  
we can assume no responsibility for 
any liability  incurred.

Features
Available  also in 28 different 
opaque Elastigo Supra color for-
mulations.  Elastigo  Ultra  Clear 
yields  an excellent plastic effect. 
Can be mixed in any lsotex series 
water-based  paste system to boost 
up the elasticity and softhand feel.  
It has a low viscosity, short body 
printing paste for easy printing and 
fast shearing action. Increase print-
ing base mileage with finer mesh 
sizes and increase  production 
speeds. Always test before using on 
synthetic fibers with efficient curing  
under 160 C°.   Elastigo Ultra  Clear  
have no flash point and are made 
from Lead-Free raw materials.

Application
Elastigo  Ultra Clear can be mixed 
with Dispertex series water- based 
pigment  colors  and Elastigo Supra 
White to formulate thousands  of 
different Pantone colors.  (Ready-to-
mix  color formulations   are avaliable  
upon request.)  Print Elastigo   Ultra 
Clear straight from the drum. Elastigo   
Ultra  Clear is user freindly  and can be 
printed through  broad range of mesh 
sizes without modifying  the viscosity. 
For the softest hand feel results, 
finer mesh sizes are recommended 
with Elastigo  Ultra Clear. Needs 3-4 
minutes under 160 C° for optimum  
curing after print. Elastigo Ultra 
Clear can be cleaned easily from the 
screens straight with water or with 
biodegradable  screen washes.

Special Recommandations
Elastigo   Ultra Clear requires proper curing  for the best printing  
results. Wash minimum 5 wash/dry  cycles to test for cure. Always  
pretest prior to printing.  Do not dry clean. The ironing of the printed 
area is not recommended.
Fixer PFR cone. (%80 active) is recommended with Elastigo Ultra Clear 
for fast fusing. Available  in 30/60/120  kg. plastic packaging  sizes.



Mega-elastic ready-to-print colored inks 
for silk screen printing  applications

ELASTIGO SUPRA  
COLORS 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
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ES- 04200 Lemon Yellow
ES- 04300 Light Gold
E;S- 04400 Golden Yellow
ES- 01010 Bright Orange
ES- 01100 Mina Orange
ES- 01990 Red Warm
ES- 01340 Flag Red
ES- 01650 Magenta
ES- 01240 Deep Red
ES- 01440 Cardinal Red
ES- 01640 Pink
ES- 02128 Baby Blue
ES- 02270 Light Blue
ES- 02030 Mid Blue

ES- 02120 Royal Blue
ES-02060 Deep Blue
ES-02076 Dark Navy
ES-02070 Navy Marine
ES-02830 Forest Green
ES- 02830 Olive Green
ES- 02214 Petro Turquoise
ES- 02218 Sky Turquoise
ES- 01660 Purple
ES- 01418 Light Gray
ES- 01422 Dark Gray
ES-03442 Milky Brown
ES-03444 Dark Brown
ES- 06268 Maroone

ES -G0032 Yellow
ES-G0377 Lemon Yellow
ES-G0411 Orange Yellow
ES-G0446 Oragne
ES-G0442 Orange Red
ES-G0181 Violet
ES-G0646 Blue
ES-G0642 Cerise
ES-G0518 Magenta
ES-G0532 Strong Magenta
ES-G0714 Green

• Available standard colors • Available flourescent colors

↘ Please also ask for 11  Elastigo Supra Covering” & “Elastigo 
Ultra Clear” as an extender base in  comtiination with Elastigo 
Supra colors.

↘ Dispertex series pigment preparations can also be used in 
combination with Elastigo Supra colors to further enhance the 
brightness of color shades.



Printing paste glowing in the dark ink designed for 
Rotary & Filmdruk applications

GHOST IN THE 
DARK  (WB-3211) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Warranty
We hope this information  will be of 
value  and if necessary  we will be 
glad  to offer additional  technical 
advice.    Please   note that all  our 
information  is given in good faith,  
we can assume no responsibility   
for any liability incurred.

Features
Only the printed image area glows 
in the dark. Ghost-in-the- dark 
yields a midium plastic effect.  Its a 
midium viscosity, short body print-
ing paste for easy printing  and fast 
shearing action. Always test before 
using on synthetic fibers with effi-
cient curing under 160 C°. Ghost-
in-the-dark have no flash point  
and are made from Lead-Free raw 
materials.  Can possibly be mixed 
with Dispertex series aqua-based 
flourescent   colors.

Application
Print Ghost-in-the-dark  straight 
from the drum.  Ghost-in-the-dark 
is user freindly and can be printed 
through  broad range of mesh sizes 
without  modifying  the viscosity.
Needs 3-4 minutes under 160 C° 
for optimum curing after print. 
Ghost-in-the-dark  can be cleaned 
easily from the screens striaght 
with water or with  biodegradable  
screen washes.

Special Recommandations
Ghost-in-the-dark requires proper curing for the best printing results. 
Wash minimum 5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure. Always pretest 
prior to printing. Do not dry clean. The ironing of the printed area is not 
recommended.
Fixer PFR cone. (%80 active)  is recommended with Ghost-in-the-dark for 
fast fusing. Available in 30/60/120kg. plastic packaging sizes.

Description
High  performance  special effect paste 
that is designed to glow bright green 
light  in the dark. Excellent results 
especially for rotary & filmdruk (silk 
screen printing) textile printing applica-
tions.
Ghost-in-the-dark is elastic, opaque
and available in its natural color result-
ing in excellent glow effect on cotton 
& cotton/synthetic  blend fabrics.  Its 
a midium viscosity product  suitable  
mostly for light colored fabrics.  It yields 
an excellent fastness properties and is 
possible to be used on flexible fabrics 
like lycra, spandex etc ....
It has an excellent rub fastness
properties and is recommended to be 
used on both dark and light colored  
fabrics for special effect application.



Ready made gold glitter ink for Rotary and
Filmdruk print applications

ISO FLAKE GOLD  
(GALT) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650
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Warranty
We hope this information  will  be 
of value  and if necessary we will  
be glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith,  
we can assume no responsibility   
for any liability incurred.

Features
Fast & Easy application on rotary 
screen printing. lso-Flake Gold 
yields  a midium plastic effect. Its 
a midium  viscosity,  short body 
printing paste for easy printing and 
fast shearing action.  Always test 
before using on synthetic fibers  
with efficient curing under 160 Cº.  
Iso-Flake Gold have no flash point 
and are made from Lead-Free raw 
materials.

Application
Print iso-Flake Gold  straight from 
the drum. lso-Flake Gold is user 
freindly and can be printed through 
broad range of glitter suitable 
mesh sizes without modifying   the 
viscosity. For the softest hand 
feel  results, small percentage of 
mixing  with Elastigo Ultra Clear 
is recommended  with  Iso-Flake 
Gold. Recommended to print on 
light & dark colored fabrics. Needs 
3-4 minutes under 160 Cº for 
optimum curing after print. lso-
Flake Gold can be cleaned easily 
from the screens striaght with 
water or with biodegradable screen 
washes.

Special Recommandations
lso-Flake Gold requires proper curing for the best printing results. 
Wash minimum 5 wash/dry  cycles to test for cure. Always pretest prior 
to printing. Do not dry clean.  The ironing  of the printed area is not 
recommended.
Fixer PFR cone. (%80  active)  is recommended with lso-Flake  Gold for
fast fusing.  Available in 30/60/120 kg. plastic packaging  sizes.

Description
High performance glitter paste that 
is designed with  an highly strong 
binder technology. Excellent results 
especially for rotary & filmdruk (silk 
screen printing)  textile printing appli-
cations.
Iso-Flake Gold is elastic, opaque and 
available in 8 different other colors  
resulting in excellent sparkling effect 
on cotton & cotton/synthetic  blend 
fabrics. Its a midium viscosity  product 
with its  rheology that allows print-
ing through  glitter suitable course 
mesh counts  without the need for a 
viscosity modifying process. Its new 
binder technology  yields an excellent 
fastness properties  and is possible to 
be used on flexible fabrics like  lycra,  
spandex etc ....



Ready made silver glitter ink for 
Rotary and Filmdruk print applications

ISO FLAKE SILVER 
(GALT) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High  performance glitter paste that is 
designed with an highly strong binder 
technology. Excellent results especially 
for rotary & filmdruk (silk screen 
printing) textile  printing applications.   
Iso-Flake  Silver is elastic,  opaque and 
available  in 8 different other colors  
resulting  in excellent  sparkling effect 
on cotton & cotton/synthetic  blend 
fabrics. Its  a midium  viscosity product 
with its rheology  that allows printing 
through glitter suitable  course mesh 
counts without the need for a viscosity  
modifying  process.
Its new binder technology  yields an 
excellent fastness  properties and is 
possible to be used on flexible fabrics 
like lycra, spandex etc...

Special Recommandations
Iso-Flake Silver requires proper curing for the best printing results. 
Wash minimum 5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure. Always pretest prior 
to printing.  Do not dry clean. The ironing  of the printed area is not 
recommended.
Fixer PFR cone. (%80 active) is recommended  with Iso-Flake Silver for 
fast fusing. Available  in 30/601120 kg.  plastic packaging sizes.

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
Fast & Easy application on rotary 
screen printing.  Iso-Flake Silver 
yields a midium  plastic effect. Its 
a midium  viscosity,  short body 
printing paste for easy printing and 
fast shearing action.  Always test 
before using on synthetic fibers 
with efficient  curing under 160 Cº.  
Iso-Flake Silver have no flash point  
and are made from Lead-Free  raw 
materials.

Application
Print Isa-Flake Silver straight 
from the drum. Iso-Flake Silver is 
user freindly and can be printed 
through broad range of glitter 
suitable course mesh sizes without 
modifying  the viscosity. For the 
softest hand feel results, small  
percentage of mixing with Elastigo 
Ultra Clear is recommended  with  
Iso-Flake Silver.  Recommended 
to print on light  & dark colored  
fabrics. Needs 3-4 minutes under 
160 C° for optimum curing after 
print. Iso-Flake Silver can be 
cleaned easily from the screens 
striaght with water or with  
biodegradable screen washes.



Ready made bronze aluminum ink for
Rotary and Filmdruk print applications

ISO MINIUM BRONZ 
(COPPER PX-100B) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High performance  aliminium paste 
designed   especially for rotary 
& filmdruk  (silk screen printing)   
textile printing applications.  Iso-
Minium Bronz is  elastic and 
extremly fine micronised product 
resulting   in excellent effect on 
dark and light colored %100 cotton 
& cotton/synthetic  blend  fabrics. 
Through  most of the mesh counts,   
its fine  rheology allows printing  
without the need for a viscosity  
modifying process. It  has an 
excellent  rub fastness properties 
and can possibly  be used on flexible  
fabrics like lycra, spandex etc...

Special Recommandations
Iso-Minium Bronz requires proper curing   for the best printing results. 
Wash minimum 5 wash/dry  cycles to test for cure.  Always  pretest prior 
to printing.   Do not dry clean.  The ironing  of the printed  area is not 
recommended.
Fixer  PFR cone. (%80 active)  is recommended  with Iso-Minium Bronz 
for fast fusing. Available in 30/60/120kg. plastic packaging sizes.

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
Iso-Minium Bronz yields a 
reasonable plastic effect. It  has 
a midium to high  viscosity and is 
a thixothropic  printing   paste for 
easy printing and fast shearing 
action.   Through  its  specially 
formulated  rheology increase 
printing   base mileage with 
finer mesh sizes  and increase 
production   speeds. Always 
test before using on synthetic 
fibers with efficient curing under 
160Cº.  lso-minium Bronz have 
no flash point and are made 
from Lead-Free raw materials.

Application
Print  Iso-Minium  Branz 
straight from the drum. Iso-
Minium Gold is user freindly and 
can be printed through broad 
range of mesh sizes  without  
modifying the viscosity. For the 
softest hand and good opacity  
suitable  finer mesh sizes are 
recommended with Iso-Minium   
Branz. Needs 3 minutes under  
160Cº for optimum curing  after  
print. lso- Minium Branz can be 
cleaned easily from the screens 
striaght with water or with 
biodegradable screen washes.



Ready made golden aluminum ink for
Rotaryand Filmdruk print applications

ISO-MINIUM GOLD  
(PX-400G) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High performance  aliminium paste 
designed  especially  for rotary & 
filmdruk (silk screen printing) textile 
printing applications.  Iso-Minium 
Gold is elastic  and extremly fine 
micronised  product resulting  in 
excellent effect on dark and light 
colored %100 cotton & cotton/
synthetic  blend fabrics. Through  
most of the suitable mesh counts,  
its fine rheology allows  printing 
without the need for a viscosity 
modifying process. It has an 
excellent  rub fastness properties 
and can possibly be used on flexible 
fabrics like lycra, spandex etc ....

Special Recommandations
Iso-Minium   Gold requires proper curing  for the best printing results. 
Wash minimum 5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure.  Always pretest 
prior to printing. Do not dry clean. The ironing of the printed area is not 
recommended.
Fixer  PFR cone. (%80 active) is recommended  with Iso-Minium  Gold for 
fast fusing. Available  in 30/60/120 kg. plastic packaging sizes.

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
Iso-Minium  Gold  yields a 
reasonable  plastic effect. It  has
a midium  to high viscosity  and is 
a thixothropic  printing paste for 
easy printing  and fast shearing 
action. Through  it’s specially 
formulated  rheology increase 
printing base mileage with finer 
mesh sizes and increase production  
speeds.  Always test before using on 
synthetic fibers with efficient curing 
under 160 Cº. Iso-Minium Gold 
have no flash point and are made 
from Lead-Free  raw materials.

Application
Print  Iso-Minium Gold straight 
from the drum. Iso-Minium   
Gold is user freindly  and can be 
printed through  broad  range of 
mesh sizes without modifying 
the viscosity. For the softest 
hand good opacity  finer mesh 
sizes are recommended  with
Iso-Minium Gold. Needs 3
minutes under 160 Cº for 
optimum curing after print. 
lso-Minium Gold can be 
cleaned easily from the screens 
striaght with water or with  
biodegradable screen washes.



Ready made silver aluminum  ink for
Rotary and Filmdruk print applications

ISO-MINIUM SILVER  
(PX-300S) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High performance  aliminium paste 
designed  especially for rotary & 
filmdruk  (silk  screen printing) 
textile printing applications. Iso-
Minium Silver is elastic and extremly 
fine micronised product resulting  in 
excellent effect on dark and light
colored %100 cotton & cotton/
synthetic  blend  fabrics. Through  
most of the mesh counts,  its fine  
rheology allows printing  without  
the  need for a viscosity modifying  
process. It  has an excellent rub 
fastness properties and can possibly 
be used on flexible fabrics like lycra, 
spandex etc ....

Special Recommandations
Iso-Minium Silver requires proper curing for the best printing results. 
Wash  minimum 5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure. Always pretest 
prior to printing. Do not dry clean. The ironing of the printed area is not 
recommended.
Fixer PFR cone.  (%80 active) is recommended  with Iso-Minium Silver
for fast  fusing. Available   in 30/60/120  kg. plastic packaging  sizes.

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
Iso-Minium Silver yields a 
reasonable  plastic effect. It has a 
midium to high  viscosity and is a 
thixothropic  printing paste for easy 
printing and fast shearing action.  
Through  its specially formulated  
rheology increase printing base 
mileage with suitable finer mesh 
sizes and increase  production  
speeds. Always test before using on 
synthetic  fibers with efficient
curing under 160 Cº. Iso-Minium
Silver have no flash point and 
are made from Lead-Free  raw 
materials.

Application
Print Iso-Minium Silver  straight 
from the drum. Iso-Minium  
Silver is user freindly and can be 
printed through  broad range of 
mesh sizes without  modifying  
the viscosity. For the softest 
hand good opacity finer  mesh 
sizes are recommended  with  
lso- Minium  Silver. Needs 
3 minutes under 160 Cº  for 
optimum  curing after print. Iso-
Minium   Silver can be cleaned  
easily from the screens striaght 
with water or with biodegradable  
screen washes.



Ready made flash-pearl  ink for Rotary and 
Fimdruk textile  printing applications

ISO-PEARL FLASH 
(711-D) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High performance flash-pearl 
designed especially for rotary & 
filmdruk (silk screen printing) textile  
printing applications. Will reflect 
flashing pearl colors when exposed 
to daylight from different angles.  
lso-Pearl Flash is elastic and max-
bright  resulting  in excellent effect 
on dark and light colored %100 
cotton & cotton/synthetic  blend 
fabrics. Through correct mesh 
counts, its fine rheology  allows 
printing without  the need for a 
viscosity modifying  process.  It has 
an excellent rub fastness properties 
and can possibly be used on flexible 
fabrics like lycra, spandex etc ....

Special Recommandations
Iso-Pearl Flash requires proper curing for the best printing results. 
Wash minimum  5 wash/dry  cycles to test for cure. Always  pretest 
prior to printing. Do not dry clean. The ironing  of the printed area is not 
recommended.
Fixer PFR cone.  (%80 active)  is recommended  with Iso-Pearl Flash for 
fast fusing. Available in 30/60/120  kg.  plastic packaging sizes.

Avaliable Standard Colors      IF- 2490 Red          IF- 2490 Gold       IF- 2490 Green         If-2490 Blue

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
lso-Pearl Flash yields a reasonable  
plastic effect. User freindly Iso-
Pearl Flash needs no modifications   
necessary.  It has a midium  to 
high viscosity and is a thixothropic  
printing paste for easy printing 
and fast shearing action.  Through  
its specially formulated  rheology  
increase printing base mileage 
with finer mesh sizes and increase 
production  speeds. Always test 
before using on synthetic fibers with 
efficient curing  under 160 Cº 
lso-Pearl Flash have no flash point 
and are made from Lead-Free raw 
materials.

Application
Print lso-Pearl Flash straight from 
the drum. Iso-Pearl Flash is user 
freindly  and can be printed through  
broad range of “pearl-suitable”  
mesh sizes without modifying 
the viscosity. For the softest hand 
and good opacity, suitable finer  
mesh sizes are recommended  
with Iso-Pearl Flash.  Needs 3 
minutes under 160 Cº for optimum  
curing  after print. lso-Pearl  Flash 
can be cleaned easily from the 
screens striaght with water or with 
biodegradable screen washes.



Ready made golden-pearl ink for Rotary and
Filmdruk textile  printing applications

ISO-PEARL GOLD  
(314-B) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High performance  gold-pearl de-
signed especially for rotary & film-
druk  (silk screen  printing) textile  
printing  applications.
Iso-Pearl  Gold is elastic and max- 
bright  resulting in excellent  effect 
on dark and light colored  %100 cot-
ton & cotton/synthetic  blend fabrics.  
Through  correct mesh counts,   its 
fine  rheology allows printing   with-
out the need for a viscosity  modify-
ing  process.
It  has an excellent rub fastness 
properties and can possibly  be used 
on flexible fabrics like lycra, spandex  
etc...

Special Recommandations
lso-Pearl  Gold  requires proper curing for the best printing results.  
Wash minimum  5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure. Always pretest prior 
to printing. Do not dry clean.  The ironing  of the printed area is not 
recommended. Fixer PFR cone.  (%80 active) is  recommended  with lso-
Pearl  Gold tor fast fusing.
Available in 30/60/120  kg. plastic packaging  sizes.

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
User freindly  lso-Pearl  Gold needs 
no modifiactions necessary.  lso-
Pearl Gold yields a reasonable 
plastic effect. It has a low viscosity, 
short body printing paste for easy 
printing  and fast shearing action. 
Increase printing base mileage  
with  finer mesh sizes and increase 
production speeds.  Always test 
before using on synthetic  fibers 
with efficient curing  under 160Cº.  
Iso-Pearl Gold have no flash  point  
and are made from Lead-Free  raw 
materials.

Application
Print lso-Pearl  Gold straight 
from the drum.   lso-Pearl  Gold is 
user freindly  and can be printed 
through  broad range of suitable 
mesh sizes without  modifying  
the viscosity.  For the softest hand 
good opacity finer  mesh sizes are 
recommended with  lso-Pearl Gold.  
Needs 3 minutes under 160Cº 
for optimum curing after print. 
lso-Pearl  Gold  can be cleaned  
easily from the screens striaght 
with water or with biodegradable   
screen washes.



Ready made white-pearl ink for Rotary and 
Filmdruk textile printing applications

ISO-PEARL WHITE  
(TPR-340) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High performance  white-pearl 
designed  especially for rotary & 
filmdruk (silk screen printing) textile 
printing applications.
Iso-Pearl White is elastic  and
max-bright resulting in excellent 
effect on dark and light colored
%100 cotton & cotton/synthetic
blend fabrics.  Through correct 
mesh counts,  its fine rheology 
allows printing without the need for 
a viscosity modifying process. It has 
an excellent rub fastness properties 
and can possibly be used on flexible 
fabrics like lycra, spandex etc...

Special Recommandations
Iso-Pearl  White requires proper curing for the best printing results. 
Wash.minimum   5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure. Always pretest 
prior  to printing. Do not dry clean. The ironing of the printed area is not 
recommended.
Fixer PFR cone.  (%80 active) is recommended  with lso-Pearl White for 
fast fusing. Available  in  30/60/120  kg.  plastic packaging  sizes.

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
Iso-Pearl White yields a reasonable  
plastic effect. It has a low viscosity, 
short body printing paste for easy 
printing  and fast shearing  action.  
Increase printing base mileage  
with finer mesh sizes and increase 
production speeds.  Always test 
before using on synthetic fibers 
with  efficient curing under 160Cº.  
Iso-Pearl White  have no flash point 
and are made from Lead-Free  raw 
materials.

Application
Print Iso-Pearl White straight from 
the drum.  Iso-Pearl  White is user 
freindly  and can be printed through  
broad  range of mesh sizes without  
modifying  the viscosity.  For the 
softest hand good opacity finer 
mesh sizes are recommended 
with Iso-Pearl White. Needs 3 
minutes under 160Cº for optimum 
curing  after print. Iso-Pearl 
can be cleaned easily from the 
screens striaght with water  or with  
biodegradable screen washes.



Ready made white ink for Rotary and
Filmdruk textile printing  applications

ISO-WHITE EXP
(EXS-500P) 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
Economical high performance 
white designed especially for rotary 
screen printing textile applications.  
Excellent choice for non-screen  
blocking metrage printing. White 
EXS is opaque resulting  in  excellent  
coverage on dark%  100  cotton fab-
rics. Its fine rheology allows printing 
through finer mesh counts without 
the need for a viscosity modifying 
process.  It has an excellent  rub 
fastness  properties  but  strictly not 
recommended to be used on flexible 
fabrics like lycra, spandex etc ....

Special Recommandations
Iso-White EXS requires proper curing for the best printing results. 
Wash-minimum 5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure.  Always pretest prior 
to printing.  Do not dry clean. The ironing  of the printed area is not 
recommended.                                                   
Fixer PFR cone.  (%80 active) is recommended  with Iso-White  EXS 
Available  in 30/60/120  kg. plastic  packaging  sizes.

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
The brightness of Iso-White  EXS 
has been  increased   to offer 
the appearance  of a really clean 
white.  Creamy,  short body printing 
paste for easy printing and fast 
shearing action. Increase printing 
base mileage with finer mesh 
sizes and increase production  
speeds.  Always test before using on 
synthetic fibers with efficient curing  
under 160 C°. Iso-White EXS have 
no flash point and are made from
Lead-Free  raw materials.

Application
Print lso-White EXS straight from 
the drum. !so-White   EXS is user 
freindly and can be printed through  
broad range of mesh sizes without  
modifying  the viscosity.  For the 
softest hand good opacity finer 
mesh sizes are recommended   
with lso-White EXS.  Needs 3 
minutes under 160 Cº for optimum 
curing after print.  Iso-White  EXS 
can be cleaned easily from the 
screens straight with water or with 
biodegradable  screen washes.



Ready made white ink for Rotary and
Filmdruk textile  printing applications

ISO-WHITE PXS
(20-5NX 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Description
High performance white designed 
especially for rotary screen printing & 
filmdruk (silk screen printing) textile 
applications. White PXS is elastic and 
opaque resulting in excellent  coverage 
on dark % 100 cotton & cotton/synthetic   
blend fabrics.
Its fine rheology allows  printing through 
finer mesh counts without the need for 
a viscosity modifying process. It has an 
excellent  rub fastness  properties and 
can be used in some extent on flexible 
fabrics  like lycra,  spandex etc... 
Iso-White PXS can also be used in 
combination  with “Elastigo White Su-
pra” to even boost more the elasticity of 
the printed  film on flexible fabrics.

Special Recommandations
Iso-White PXS requires proper curing for the best printing  results.
Wash minimum 5 wash/dry cycles to test for cure. Always pretest 
prior to printing. Do not dry clean. The ironing of the printed area is not 
recommended.
Fixer PFR cone.  (%80 active)  is recommended  with Iso-White PXS for 
fast fusing. Available in 30/60/120 kg. plastic packaging sizes.

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Features
Iso-White PXS is not as elastic film 
former as Elastigo  Supra White but 
it is still is a great choice for flexible  
fabrics on metrage filming. Iso-
White  PXS yields a plastic effect. 
Like Iso-White  EXS, its is a creamy, 
short body printing paste for easy 
printing  and fast shearing action.  
Increase printing base mileage 
with finer mesh sizes  and increase  
production speeds.  Always test 
before using on synthetic fibers 
with efficient curing  under 160 C°.   
Iso-White PXS have no flash point 
and are made from Lead-Free raw 
materials.

Application
Print Iso-White PXS straight from 
the drum. Iso-White PXS is user 
freindly and can be printed through  
broad range of mesh sizes without  
modifying the viscosity. For the 
softest hand good opacity finer  
mesh sizes are recommended 
with Iso-White PXS. Needs 3 
minutes under 160 C° for optimum  
curing after print. lso-White PXS 
can be cleaned  easily from the 
screens striaght with water or with 
biodegradable screen washes.



FIXER PFR is a melamine based resin designed for 
aplication in textile finishing of naturaland synthetic 
fabrics and their tifends.

FIXER PFR
(20-5NX 

Water-based ink

Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650

marketing@goteks.com.tr
www.goteks.com.tr

Appearance : Clear Viscous Liquid 
pH  : 8-9
ReactiveSolids : 80%
Specific gravity (2SoC) : 1.25

Chemical Composition
FIXER  PFR  is a metholated melamine-formaldehyde   
resin with low free formaldehyde.

General properties
• Fast  curing resin finish  for application to natural and 
synthetic fabrics and blends.
• Can   be used with varying  catalyst depending on end 
use,  e.g.   magnesium chloride, amine hydrochloride,  
zinc  nitrate,  Catalyst  SYN, Catalyst  R.
• Is  cured under various time/temperature  
combinations:
e.g. after initial drying:
    2.5minutes  at 150 C°
    40  seconds at 170 C°
    30  seconds at 180 C°
On cellulosic/polyester blends, a combined dry/cure 
operation  on a 5 compartment stenter is possible,  i.e.:
Compartment  1  120 C°
Compartment  2 & 3 170 C°
Compartment  4 & 5 190 C°   
Total time of 30 - 35 seconds.

Application
FIXER  PFR  can be used for many different  
applications,  some are shown below
Permanentglaze on cotton
FIXER  PFR   60 g/l
Magnesium   chloride anh 6    g/l       70% 
expression
Softener   30 g/l

Crosshnkingof other finishes
Acrylic latex or PV acetate    100 - 200 g/l
             40% expression 5 - 10 g/l
FIXER   PFR
Stiff finish on nylon fabric
FIXER  PFR   500 g/l
    40% expression 100 g/l
Catalyst 
On nylon lace fabrics, a stiffer effect can be achieved 
using a combination of FIXER PFR along with Catalyst.

Packaging
FIXER PFR is available in 60 or 200 kilo drums

Warranty
We hope this information will  be 
of value and if necessary we will be 
glad to offer additional technical 
advice. Please note that all our 
information is given in good faith, 
we can assumeno responsibility for 
any liability incurred. 

Handling precautions
The usual  precautions  in  handling chemicals should be observed, and 
it is recommended  that operatives should wear goggles  when handling 
the concentrated  product. Any contact with skin and eyes should  be 
washed immediately  with copious  amounts of cold water.  Please refer 
to Health & Safety data sheet for further  information.



Customer Service
Tel: +90 212 654 6650
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